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Cluster randomized trials (CRT) are comparative studies designed to evaluate interventions where the unit of analysis and randomization is the cluster but the unit of observation is individuals within clusters. Typically such designs involve a limited number of clusters and thus the variation between clusters is left uncontrolled. Experimental designs and analysis strategies that minimize this variance are required. In this work we focus on the CRT with pre-post intervention measures. By incorporating the baseline measure into the analysis, we can effectively reduce the variance of the treatment effect. Well known
methods such as adjustment for baseline as a covariate and analysis of differences of pre and post measures are two ways to accomplish this. An alternate way of incorporating baseline measures in the data analysis is to order the clusters on baseline means and pair-match the two clusters with the smallest means, pair-match the next two, and so on. Our results show that matching on baseline helps to control the between cluster variation when there is a high correlation between the pre-post measures. Six cases of designs and analysis are evaluated by comparing the variance of the treatment effect and the power of related hypothesis tests. We observed that—given our assumptions—the adjusted analysis for baseline as a covariate without pair-matching is the best choice in terms of variance. Future work may reveal that other matching schemes that reflect the natural clustering of experimental units could reduce the variance and increase the power over the standard methods.
Chapter I

Introduction

Cluster randomized trials are common in primary care and educational research. Individuals in these populations of interest are naturally clustered, such as patients in a primary care clinic or students in an elementary school. When study treatments are applied to the entire cluster, then all subjects within a cluster receive the same treatment. In such a case, the clusters are the unit of assignment and analysis and the units of observation are typically individuals within those clusters. We are interested in analyzing differences in treatment effect versus control using clustered data such as these.

Our interest in this problem was motivated by a randomized cluster trial conducted by Dr. Stephen F. Rothemich, MD, MS, in collaboration with Dr. Robert E. Johnson and the research team of the Virginia Ambulatory Care Outcomes Research Network (ACORN). Rothemich asked if using smoking status as a vital sign—along with the usual vital signs such as blood pressure and weight—would increase counseling for
Smoking cessation in a busy primary care practice. The limited number of sampled primary care practices—clusters—were the units of analysis and randomization. A review of previous studies revealed a significant amount of variation among practices. In order to better control this variation, in the absence of selecting additional clusters, consideration was given to using baseline counseling rates to adjust for the post-intervention rates. The researchers designed a trial where the practices were first matched into pairs with similar baseline means and then randomized to study arms. This raises the question about the efficiency of such a design. Does matching provide greater control of the between cluster variance than does pre-post differences or using the baseline mean as a covariable? Will such matching lead to better power? The model for this motivating example has errors that are binomially distributed. However for this work, focus will remain on the classical Gaussian error.

Various methods to control for the between-cluster variation have been suggested in the literature. These include analyses on the following four cases:

Case 1. post intervention measures (this does not use the baseline to control the variance, but we include this case for comparison),

Case 2. post measures adjusted for covariate baseline measures,
Case 3. pre-post difference measures, and

Case 4. matching on baseline measures.

Other methods such as the analysis of percent change scores will not be directly considered in this work (though percent change scores could be converted to difference scores by log transformation); however, we will consider two additional cases:

Case 5. matching on baseline measures together with post measures adjusted for covariate baseline measures, and

Case 6. matching on baseline measures together with pre-post difference measures.

Each case, except Case 1, makes use of the baseline outcome measures to control variance. Typically one can analyze pre-post differences (Case 3) using a paired t-test or similar analysis. This is probably the simplest approach and it is widely used. Alternatively one may model the relationship between the baseline and post-intervention measures by using the baseline measure as a covariable (Case 2). The post-intervention variance matrix conditioned on the baseline generally results in a reduction of variance that exceeds the reduction achieved by the simpler analysis of pre-post differences.

Matching on baseline prior to randomization should reduce the variance in the usual way by removing the variance between matched blocks from the analysis and
focusing on the more homogeneous within block measures. It is less clear if adding matching to either the analysis of covariance or the analysis of differences leads to a reduction in variation or an improvement in power.

Although other matching or blocking schemes may be used, this work will focus only on creating matched blocks by pairing clusters with adjacent baseline means. This method has been suggested by some (Cox, 1957; Bonate, 2000; Murray, 1998; Donner 2000). Pairing may not be as efficient as creating blocks of varying size where blocks are determined by maximizing the variation between blocks while requiring the minimal block size to equal the number of study arms. This method is discussed in small detail for future research in Chapter 8.

For the purpose of this work it is assumed that the experiment consists of a one or two-staged sampling design. At the first stage clusters (subjects, primary care practices, schools) are sampled from a population of clusters. It is assumed that either the population is large relative to the sample size or the sampling is performed with replacement. Thus finite sampling corrections to the variance are not needed. Baseline outcome measures are drawn from each cluster as well as post intervention measures. For
each cluster it is assumed that the pair of measures follows a common bivariate normal distribution with a positive correlation between measures.

Two designs commonly employed in cluster randomized trials are cross-sectional and cohort designs. The essential feature of the nested cross-sectional design is that independent samples of members are measured at each time interval included in the study. On the other hand in the nested cohort design, the same group of members—one sample—is measured at all time intervals included in the study. Our study assumes a nested cross-sectional design. Each cluster may be measured more than once, but each member within cluster may be measured at a given time period only if selected for that time period’s sample. The results of this work may not extend to the cohort design.

Two approaches take into consideration how the cluster measures are made. The first approach assumes that measures are made without further sampling. For example, a measure is computed for each primary care practice based on the totality of its patient encounters. This is termed the subjects case and the corresponding experimental design is a randomized controlled trial (RCT). The second approach assumes that measures taken from a random sample of patients within a cluster are averaged to represent the cluster value. This constitutes the second stage of sampling. For this work it is assumed that,
given the cluster, the second stage sample is a simple (independent) random sample from a common normal distribution and that finite sampling corrections are not required. This is termed the clusters case and the corresponding experimental design is a cluster randomized trial (CRT). With either approach, clusters (subjects) are randomized to intervention or control after the baseline measures are taken.

Because of the two stage design, an intracluster correlation (ICC) between measures within clusters is induced. The variance of a single individual sampled from the total population of subjects (all subjects within all clusters) is the sum of the variance between the population cluster means and the variance among subjects within the clusters. The ICC is the ratio of the variance between the cluster means to this total variance. Subjects may have an inherent correlation as well. Subjects within a cluster or other associated group may respond to the experiment under the influence of a common factor thus causing their responses to be correlated. The measures within a cluster may not be a simple random sample of subjects but rather repeated measures on one or more subjects. These repeated measures have an inherent correlation. In this study we assume there is no inherent correlation. However, due to the design, subjects within clusters will be correlated according to the ICC.
Relevant background is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 statistical and mathematical tools related to this work are given. The six cases mentioned above are presented in detail in Chapter 4 where the subjects-level randomization and analysis for simplicity and clarity is considered. In Chapter 5 an extension is given to the cluster-level analysis with both between and within cluster variation. The results of variance and power comparisons between the six cases are presented in Chapter 6. Included is a consideration of optimal allocation of sample size between the baseline and post-intervention periods. Lastly in Chapter 7 a discussion of conclusions is presented and Chapter 8 contains directions for future work.
Chapter II

Background and Significance of Cluster Randomized Trials

2.1 Introduction and Examples

Randomized designs utilizing clusters of subjects are common in research studies of primary care, health service, public health and education. Often termed group randomized trial, the cluster randomized trial (CRT) is the best experimental design available whenever the investigator wants to evaluate an intervention that operates at a group level, manipulates the social or physical environment, or cannot be delivered to individuals (Donner and Klar 2000; Murray 1998). Some notable examples are as follows:

1) School-based smoking prevention programs (Peterson et al. 2000).

This HSPP trial (The Hutchinson Smoking Prevention Project) was a very rigorous cluster randomized trial designed to evaluate the long-term impact of a theory-based, school-based social-influences, grade 3-12 intervention on smoking prevalence among youth. Forty Washington school districts were randomly assigned to the intervention or to
the control condition. Study participants were children enrolled in two consecutive 3rd grades in the 40 districts (n=8388).

2) Dietary change programs (Lytle et al. 2004).

This is a 2-year intervention study (TEENS- Teens Eating for Energy and Nutrition at School) conducted in 16 middle schools with the goal of increasing students' intakes of fruits, vegetables, and lower fat foods. The TEENS was a cluster randomized trial occurring in the Twin Cities, Minnesota, metropolitan area from 1997 to 2000. The primary outcome measures for evaluating the effectiveness of TEENS were student-level intake of fruits, vegetables, and energy from fat based on 24-hour dietary recalls. Schools were randomly assigned from within matched pairs to either control or intervention. Schools were matched on both the proportion of seventh graders expected to receive the TEENS curriculum and on the proportion receiving free or reduced-price school lunch. Randomization was constrained so that the four smallest schools were distributed with two in each of the two conditions. The eight intervention schools received the TEENS intervention and related training for 2 consecutive years beginning when the grade cohort was in the seventh grade (1998 to 1999) and continuing through the eighth-grade year.
(1999 to 2000). The eight control schools received intervention materials and training after the follow-up survey (fall 2000).

3) Community-based initiatives to reduce mortality from cardiovascular disease (Luepker et al. 2000).

Named the Rapid Early Action for Coronary Treatment Trial (REACT), this trial was a cluster randomized study of community intervention to improve acute myocardial infection (AMI) treatment by reducing patient delay to access the health care system. The trial was conducted from 1995 to 1997 in 20 US cities (10 pairs of communities matched on their demographic attributes; population range, 55,777-238,912) in 5 geographic areas (10 states) of the United States. A 4-month baseline data collection phase (December 1995 to March 1996) was followed by 18 months of intervention and concurrent evaluation (April 1996 to August 1997). After the initiation of baseline measures, 1 city in each pair was randomized to the community intervention and the other to reference status.
4) Worksite interventions designed to improve health and safety (Sorensen et al. 2002).

This study was a cluster randomized controlled trial with 15 manufacturing worksites assigned to a health promotion (HP) or a health promotion plus occupational health and safety intervention (HP/OHS), and compared from baseline (1997) to final (1999). This study assessed whether an intervention integrating health promotion with occupational health and safety results in significant and meaningful increases in smoking cessation and consumption of fruits and vegetables, compared to a standard health promotion intervention, for workers overall and for blue-collar workers in particular.

The completely randomized cluster design is most commonly used cluster randomized trials and it is suited when large numbers of clusters are randomized. An interesting example of a completely randomized design is the Indonesian study by Abdeljaber et al. (1991). This trial randomized a fairly large number of clusters, where 229 villages were assigned to the experimental group and 221 to the control group. This study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of vitamin A supplementation on symptoms on respiratory infection among Indonesian children aged one to five years. For smaller studies Donner (2000) recommends some matching or stratification.
The matched-pair design has been used widely in practice. The ability to create intervention groups that are perceived to be comparable at baseline requires a consensus of what matching variables are most important. A goal of this study is to have a matched pair of clusters appear to be similar by way of matching on the baseline measure of outcome.

Martin and Diher (1993) pointed out that the number of experimental units (communities) in health promotion programs is usually very small due to the costly activities. Investigators often match communities on demographic variables in order to improve the power of their studies. Matching is known to improve power in certain circumstances. However, if the number of communities is small, the matched design will probably have less power than the unmatched design. This is due primarily to the loss of degrees of freedom in the matched design which may outweigh the benefits of matching on any but the strongest correlation of changes in behavior. In the community intervention situation, even small differences in sample size between the matched and unmatched analyses can have expensive consequences.
2.2 Background

It is known that adopting a cluster randomization is less efficient and has weaker statistical power relative to a design individually randomizing the same number of subjects (Donner, 2000). The loss of efficiency arises because the responses of individuals in the same cluster tend to be more similar than the responses of individuals in different clusters. The degree of similarity among responses within a cluster is typically measured by a parameter known as the intracluster (intraclass) correlation coefficient. It is similarly stated by Donner (2000) and Murray (1998) that the intracluster correlation may be interpreted as the fraction of total variation in the data that can be accounted for by the among cluster variation. Donner also pointed out that if we assume the intracluster correlation cannot be negative (if no inherent correlation then this assumption holds), we may write \( \rho = \frac{\sigma_A^2}{(\sigma_A^2 + \sigma_W^2)} = \frac{\sigma_A^2}{\sigma_T^2} \) (the induced ICC), where \( \sigma_A^2 \) is the among-cluster variation, \( \sigma_W^2 \) is the within cluster variation, and \( \sigma_T^2 = \sigma_A^2 + \sigma_W^2 \) is the total variation. With this interpretation, we may write \( \sigma_W^2 = \sigma_T^2 (1 - \rho) \), indicating that the effect of this positive intracluster correlation is to reduce the total variation among the subjects of the same cluster. In those regards, the variance of the study condition mean in
a cluster randomized trial is different from the variance that would be expected when the observations are independent.

The formulation of the study condition mean’s variance in a cluster randomized trial has some important implications. It has an additional factor that Kish (1965), among others, has called the design effect or variance inflation factor. We should notice that the effect of clustering depends on the joint influence of both the number of subjects in each cluster and the intracluster correlation. Phrased another way, small values of intracluster correlation, which we often encounter in practice, combined with large cluster sizes can yield design effects of substantial magnitude. As Murray (1998) observes, the variance of the intervention (treatment) effect is almost always larger in a cluster-randomized trial than in a study based on random assignment of the same number of individuals to the study conditions. Thus standard analysis methods that assume independent errors are not appropriate for the cluster-randomized trials. Statistical testing procedures that do not account for the variation due to the clustering effect will result in an inflated Type I error rate. Statistical testing procedures that properly account for this inflated variation will have reduced power compared to a study where the observations are independent assuming all other factors are constant and the intracluster correlation is positive. When
any treatment effect is defined as a contrast among study condition means, the test of the treatment effect is associated with the error degrees of freedom. The variance of the study condition mean in cluster-randomized trials will involve a component of variance associated with the clustering and the error degrees of freedom will depend on the structure of the variance of the study condition mean, for instance, the degrees of freedom will be directly related to the number of clusters allocated to each study condition. As a result the error degrees of freedom for the test of the treatment effect will be limited. This will further reduce the power of a test compared to the case where we sample only subjects and use them as the units of analysis and randomization. Again, when the proper degrees of freedom are limited, application of methods that provide too many degrees of freedom will yield a Type I error rate that is greater than the nominal level (Murray et al., 1996). In summary, the variation in the data is usually larger and the degrees of freedom for the treatment effects are usually limited in cluster-randomized trials. Because of this we must consider adopting methods such as matching, stratification, pre-post measures, and regression adjustment for pretest measures aimed at improving the efficiency of design—reducing the variance of treatment comparisons.
One approach involves collecting baseline (pretest) outcome data. These are outcome measures made before the treatment that will be made again post treatment. This will allow us to use various methods to improve the efficiency of design by incorporating these pretest data into the statistical analysis. It is known that analysis of posttest data alone may not provide the most powerful method to analyze the data (Bonate, 2000). The underlying assumption of the cluster randomized trial using solely posttest data is that each study group has comparable baseline features as a result of randomly assigning clusters to each treatment. For example, common methods such as Student’s t-test or analysis of variance on posttest data assume study groups are comparable at baseline prior to imposition of a treatment intervention. But randomization alone does not insure baseline comparability between study groups, especially when we have limited number of clusters. Randomization does yield unbiased comparisons, but in the presence of a small sample size, chance variation can obscure true intervention effects. In such a case ignoring pretest data may lead to less power to detect the true difference.

There are four elements which are used to define the statistical power of a test (Lipsey, 1990): the alpha level of significance, sample size, effect size, and the statistical test itself. If we assume the test statistic is fixed, one solution to increasing statistical
power is to increase the number of clusters. However this option may not be feasible in some studies. Another alternative is to increase the effect size between groups. Cohen (1988) defined the effect size as the difference between treatments in units of standard deviation: \( \text{Effect Size} = (\mu_t - \mu_c) / \sigma \), where \( \mu_t \) and \( \mu_c \) are the means for treatment and control group respectively and \( \sigma \) is the common standard deviation. The sample mean and pooled standard deviation can be used to compute an estimate of the effect size, \( \text{effect size} = (\bar{X}_t - \bar{X}_c) / S \), where \( S = \sqrt{\frac{S_t + S_c}{d_t + d_c}} \). The quantities \( S_t \) and \( S_c \) are the sums of squares for the treatment and control group, respectively, and \( d_t \) and \( d_c \) are the degrees of freedom for the treatment and control group, respectively. If all other elements are equal, the larger effect size results in greater power. Increasing effect size is often very difficult to achieve in practice (Bonate, 2000). If we could control for differences among clusters in the course of designing the study, then we may be able to reduce the variation between clusters and increase the effect size. One method to control for differences among clusters is to have baseline measurements of the dependent variables of interest and then incorporate them into a data analysis.
It is expected that posttest data will be correlated with the pretest (baseline) data. A number of standard methods are available for using this correlation in order to improve the power to detect the treatment effect. Suppose that the final observation of interest is $y$ and the preliminary observation is $x$. Cox (1957) suggested five standard methods as follows. For the first two methods the experimental units (clusters) are completely randomized to treatment groups.

Method 1. Use an index of response. A plausible form for the relation between $y$ and $x$ may be considered for the index; for example, $y/x$, $y - x$, etc.

Method 2. Make an adjustment for regression on $x$ by including $x$ as a covariate to the treatment indicator.

Method 3. Rank the experimental units in ascending order on $x$ and then group the data into homogeneous blocks. Within each block, units are randomly assigned to treatment groups.

Method 4. Combine the second and third methods to form the randomized block design plus adjustment for $x$ as a covariate.
Method 5. Use additional variables with the preliminary $x$ to define blocks. In this, grouping based on a criterion separate from $x$ should be considered and then a covariance adjustment made for $x$.

Another approach suggested by Dalton and Overall (1977) is to use systematic nonrandom assignment of clusters to treatment groups. Their assignment algorithm, called the alternate ranks design (ARD), assigns subjects to treatment groups, thereby removing any possibility for a correlation between treatment and pretest. First, all items are sorted in descending order on their pretest data. Suppose we have two study arms labeled A and B. The highest score is assigned to A, the second and the third scores are assigned to B, the fourth and fifth scores are assigned to A, the next pair of scores is assigned to B, and this procedure continues until all items have been assigned to a treatment group. Each block has one item assigned to treatment and one item assigned to control. The study arm associated with the highest block score alternates from block to block. Dalton and Overall (1977) pointed out that “systematic nonrandom assignment based on the ranked values of the observed pretest scores has the effect of equating not only group means but the entire pretest distributions within the treatment groups.” The authors evaluated this ARD method by conducting a Monte Carlo simulation study and
they concluded that this method did not lead to biased estimates of treatment effect but
the precision of these estimates was slightly smaller than those obtained from complete
randomization. They also clearly stated that their purpose of this study was not to show
that ARD is superior to randomization. However Bonate (2000) supported this method
by saying that this method offers some advantages over random assignment. Because
their algorithm is fixed, assignment to treatment groups removes any prejudices or biases
the experimenter may have in assigning subjects to treatment groups. Of course
randomization will achieve the same result.

2.3 Significance

The main interest in this work concerns cluster randomized pre-post designs that employ
matching prior to randomization in order to increase the power to detect differences
between subgroups by reducing the variance of the differences. The primary aim is to
investigate how matching controls the variance when the matching variable is a function
of the baseline measure. A related goal is to properly estimate the reduced variance and
account for it in the data analysis. In pursuit of these goals, the common methods that
incorporate baseline measures as a way of controlling the variation between clusters without facilitating matching are uncovered. Comparisons are made between two approaches, matching and no matching, to understand how to best design the experimental study. The ultimate goal is to test for treatment effects with a design that maximizes the power.
Chapter III

Review of Relevant Statistical Topics

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is provides a brief review of some statistical topics and tools that will be used in later chapters. In Section 2 the variance–covariance structure of random vectors is reviewed together with the conditional mean and variance of the multivariate normal distribution. Because the Gaussian error structure is considered in this work, the theory for the general linear model plays an important role. The relevant references are provided in Section 2. In Section 3, methods for determining marginal and conditional moments of random variables are presented. Section 4 contains a review of quadratic forms and related distributions. The matched-pair method used in this work leads to the utilization of order statistics. A brief review of relevant order statistics topics is presented in Section 5. The development of the treatment effect contrast in a block design is covered in Section 6. The method used for simulating multivariate normal data for verification of variance formulas and for assessing power is covered in Section 7. Lastly, Section 8
presents a method for determining the power to detect treatment differences for each of the studied design/analysis cases.

The theory of linear statistical models underlies several important and widely used methods such as univariate and multivariate regression analysis, analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, etc. Because thorough explanations of the theory of linear statistical models are available elsewhere (Graybill, 1976; Searle, 1971; Myers, 1998) the reader is referred to these sources and further details are provided only where needed.

3.2 Variance-Covariance Structure of Linear Models

3.2.1 Mean and Variance-Covariance of Random Vectors

Let $Y = (Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_k)'$ be a vector of random variables with

$$E[Y_i] = \mu_i,$$

$$Var[Y_i] = \sigma_i^2 = E(Y_i - \mu_i)^2, \text{ for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, k; \text{ and}$$

$$Cov(Y_i, Y_j) = \sigma_{ij} = E[(Y_i - \mu_i)(Y_j - \mu_j)], \text{ for } i \neq j.$$

The mean vector of $Y$ is given by $E[Y] = \mu = (\mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_k)'$. The variance-covariance matrix of $Y$ is the $k \times k$ matrix given by $Var[Y] = \Sigma = E[(Y - \mu)(Y - \mu)']$. The $i^{th}$ diagonal element of $\Sigma$ is the variance of $Y_i$ and its $ij^{th}$ off-diagonal element (for $i \neq j$) is the covariance of $Y_i$ and $Y_j$. Let $A$ be a $k \times k$ matrix. The variance matrix of a linear
transformation $Z = A Y$ of $Y_i$'s is $Var[Z] = AVar(Y)A' = A\Sigma A'$ (Searle, 1971).

3.2.2 Conditional Mean and Variance of Multivariate Normal Vector

Suppose the random vector $Y$ has a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector $\mu$ and positive definite covariance matrix $\Sigma$. That is $Y \sim MVN(\mu, \Sigma)$. [Here the assumption of a normal distribution (Gaussian error) is not strictly needed. However, since the application in this work is based on Gaussian error, normality is assumed.]

Partition $Y$, $\mu$, and $\Sigma$ conformably as $Y = \begin{bmatrix} Y_1 \\ Y_2 \end{bmatrix}$, $\mu = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_1 \\ \mu_2 \end{bmatrix}$ and $\Sigma = \begin{bmatrix} \Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{12} \\ \Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_{22} \end{bmatrix}$ with $\Sigma_{12} = (\Sigma_{21})'$. Define

$$\Sigma_{21} = \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{21}\Sigma_{11}^{-1}\Sigma_{12}$$

(3.1)

where $\Sigma_{11}$ is positive definite. Then it can be shown that the marginal distribution of $Y_2 \sim MVN(\mu_2, \Sigma_{22})$ and the conditional distribution of $Y_2$ given $Y_1$ is

$$Y_{2|1} \sim MVN[\mu_2 + \Sigma_{21}\Sigma_{11}^{-1}(Y_1 - \mu_1), \Sigma_{2|1}]$$

(3.2)

(Rencher, 2000). The conditional mean of $Y_2$ given $Y_1$ is thus the unconditional mean of $Y_2$ corrected for its regression on $Y_1$. The conditional covariance is a matrix of partial variances and covariances, partialing on $Y_1$. 
3.3 Marginal and Conditional Moments of a Random Variable

3.3.1 Marginal Variance

The definition of the (marginal) variance of a random variable $Y$ is

$$\text{Var}(Y) = E\left[ (Y - E(Y))^2 \right] = E(Y^2) - [E(Y)]^2 \quad \text{(Bickel and Doksum, 1977)}.$$ 

3.3.2 Conditional Mean and Variance

The conditional mean of $Y$ given $X$ is denoted by $E(Y|X)$. The conditional variance of $Y$ given $X$ is the variance of the conditional distribution of $Y|X$ denoted and defined by

$$\text{Var}(Y|X) = E\left[ (Y - E(Y|X))^2 |X \right].$$

Note that both $E(Y|X)$ and $\text{Var}(Y|X)$ are random variables in $X$ (Bickel and Doksum, 1977).

3.3.3 Marginal Mean and Variance from Conditional Mean and Variance

The marginal mean and variance may be derived from the conditional mean and variance by way of the following relationships (Mood et al. 1974).

$$E(Y) = E\left[ E(Y|X) \right]$$

$$\text{Var}(Y) = E\left[ \text{Var}(Y|X) \right] + E\left[ \text{Var}(E(Y|X)) \right] \quad (3.3)$$

These relationships imply the follow interpretations.
1. The marginal mean is the average conditional mean.

2. The marginal variance is the sum of two components of variance: the expected value of
   the conditional variance and the variance of the conditional means.

3. Since variances are always non-negative, both $Var\left[E(Y|X)\right] \geq 0$
   and $E[Var(Y|X)] \geq 0$.

4. Note that $Var(Y) = E[Var(Y|X)]$ if and only if $Var\left[E(Y|X)\right] = 0$.

5. $Var\left[E(Y|X)\right] = 0$ if and only if $E(Y|X) = E(Y)$ for all $X$.

3.4 Quadratic Forms and Relevant Distributions

3.4.1 Distributions of Quadratic Forms

Sums of squares in an analysis of variance may be expressed as quadratic forms of a
vector of observations. A quadratic form in $y$ is denoted as $y' Ay$ for some symmetric
matrix $A$. This quadratic form $y' Ay$ is a random variable and can be expressed as a
weighted sum of squares and cross products of the $y$'s. Hypothesis testing and variance
component estimation often utilize expected values of $y' Ay$.

The expected value and variance of the quadratic form is given by (Myers, 1998) as
\[ E[y'y] = \text{tr}(A\Sigma) + \mu' A \mu \]
\[ \text{Var}(y'y) = 2\text{tr}(A\Sigma)^2 + 4\mu' A\Sigma A \mu \]  

(3.4)  

where \( \text{Var}(y) = \Sigma \). The variance relation requires that \( y \) is normally distributed but the expected value does not.

When \( y \) is normally distributed and \( A\Sigma \) is idempotent, the quadratic form \( y'y \) has a non-central \( \chi^2 \) distribution with \( \text{rank}(A\Sigma) \) degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter \( \phi = \mu' A \mu / 2 \). A symmetric matrix \( A \) is called idempotent when the matrix has the characteristic that its square equals itself: \( AA = A \).

### 3.4.2 Independence of Quadratic Forms

The following theorem (Searle, 1971) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for quadratic forms of the type encountered in Gaussian linear models to be independent.

Theorem: Let \( y \) be a multivariate normal random vector with mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \Sigma \). Let \( A \) and \( B \) be symmetric, \( n \times n \) matrices of ranks \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \), respectively. The quadratic forms \( y'Ay \) and \( y'By \) are independent, if and only if \( A\Sigma B = 0 \).
In practice it is often assumed that $y_1, y_2, ..., y_n$ are independent, normally distributed random variables with common variance $\sigma^2$. In this case, $y' Ay$ and $y'B y$ are independent if and only if $A$ and $B$ are orthogonal to each other ($AB = 0$).

3.4.3 Noncentral $\chi^2$ Distribution

Let the $n \times 1$ random vector $y$ be distributed as $N(\mu, I)$. Then it can be shown that $U = y'y$ is distributed as a non-central chi-squared with $n$ degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter $\phi = \mu'\mu/2$ [Myers, 1998]. When the mean of $y$ is $\mu = 0$, then random variable $U$ has a central chi-squared distribution with $n$ degrees of freedom.

3.4.4 Noncentral $\mathcal{F}$ Distribution

The ratio of a chi-squared random variable to an independent central chi-squared random variable, both divided by their degrees of freedom, is distributed as a central $\mathcal{F}$ distribution. The $\mathcal{F}$ distribution is called central or non-central according to the same label attached to the numerator chi-squared variable.
Consider the two quadratic forms $y' A y$ and $y' B y$ where the ranks of $A$ and $B$ are $d_1$ and $d_2$, respectively. Further assume that $AΣB = 0$ and that both $AΣ$ and $BΣ$ are idempotent. Then the statistic

$$ F = \frac{y' A y / d_1}{y' B y / d_2} \sim \mathcal{F}(d_1, d_2, μΣμ/2) \quad (3.5) $$

has a non-central $\mathcal{F}$ distribution with $d_1$ and $d_2$ degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter $μΣμ/2$.

The usage of the noncentral $\mathcal{F}$ distribution in this work is to provide an approximate (exact in some cases) distribution of test statistics and to evaluate the power of the tests.

### 3.5 Order Statistics

Suppose that $X_1, X_2, ..., X_n$ are independent, identically distributed random variables with continuous distribution function ($cdf$) $F$ and probability density function ($pdf$) $f$. The values of $X_1, X_2, ..., X_n$ may be rearranged in nondecreasing order of magnitude to form order statistics $X_{(1)}, X_{(2)}, ..., X_{(n)}$ such that $X_{(1)} \leq X_{(2)} \leq ... \leq X_{(n)}$. 
3.5.1 Distribution of Order Statistics

The $r^{th}$ order statistic, $X_{(r)}$, has cdf (Armitage and Colton, 2005)

$$
Pr(X_{(r)} \leq x) = \sum_{i=r}^{n} \binom{n}{i} F^i(x)[1-F(x)]^{n-i} \tag{3.6}
$$

and pdf

$$
\frac{n!}{(n-r)!(r-1)!} F^{r-1}(x)[1-F(x)]^{n-r} f(x) \tag{3.7}
$$

3.5.2 Asymptotic Distribution

It is not a simple task to work with the exact formulas (3.6) and (3.7) for the pdf and cdf of the $r^{th}$ order statistic. However, a simple approximation of a central order statistic in (3.8) can be used to approximate the distribution of the $r^{th}$ order statistic. Suppose that $r$ is the integer part of $pn$, where $0<p<1$, and let $x_p$ denote the $p^{th}$ quantile of $F$, where $f(x_p) > 0$. Then in large samples, the distribution of $X_{(r)}$ is approximately normal:

$$
X_{(r)} \sim N \left[ x_p, \frac{p(1-p)}{nf^2(x_p)} \right] \tag{3.8}
$$
Under mild conditions on \( F \), (3.8) extends to any fixed number of central order statistics.

Consider \( X_{(r_1)} \leq \ldots \leq X_{(r_k)} \), where \( r_j \) is the integer part of \( np_j \), and \( 0 < p_1 < \ldots < p_k < 1 \), and for \( j = 1, \ldots, k \) let \( x_{p_j} = F^{-1}(p_j) \) and suppose that \( f(x_{p_j}) \) is positive and finite. Then the joint limiting distribution of \( X_{(r_1)}, \ldots, X_{(r_k)} \) is

\[
X_{(r_1)}, \ldots, X_{(r_k)} \sim MN \left[ \frac{p_i(1 - p_i)}{nf(x_{p_i})f(x_{p_j})}, \ldots, \frac{p_k(1 - p_k)}{nf(x_{p_k})f(x_{p_k})} \right]
\]  

(3.9)

where \( j \geq i \), \( x_{p_i} \) is the mean of \( X_{(r_i)} \), and \( \frac{p_i(1 - p_i)}{nf(x_{p_i})f(x_{p_j})} \) is the covariance (variance) of the \((i, j)\)th pair.

For this work pre-post multivariate normal data were simulated and then ordered in non-descending order. (See Section 7 for more details on simulations.) Estimates of the means and covariance structure of order statistics using formula (3.9) were generated in relatively small samples and compared to values provided for sample sizes up to 50 by Tietjen, Kahaner, and Beckman (1977). The results show that the limiting distribution of order statistics seems to work fairly well for the small samples.
In this work it is assumed the random variables \(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n\) are a random sample from a normal distribution \(N(\mu, \sigma^2)\). These values may be viewed as cluster-level measures at the baseline period. The corresponding order statistics are \(X_i\)'s arranged in nondecreasing order. Most frequently adopted grouping method in cluster randomization trials is to pair clusters by taking these order statistics and pairing the first two, next two, and so on. The \(i^{th}\) block (pair) has mean value, 
\[
Y_i = \frac{(X_{(2i-1)} + X_{(2i)})}{2}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n.
\]
There are two sources of variation to be considered. The within-block component of variance is given by
\[
\frac{(X_{(2i-1)} - X_{(2i)})^2}{2}
\]
and the component of variance among blocks given by
\[
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(Y_i - \bar{X})^2}{n-1}
\]
where \(\bar{X}\) is the overall mean of the \(X\)'s. Suppose that \(x_i, x_{i+1}\) are contiguous order statistics and are expressed as cluster values in a matched pair. The joint density function of these two order statistics is (Arnold et al, 1992)
\[
f_{i,i+1;\sigma}(x_i, x_{i+1}) = \frac{n!}{(i-1)! (n-i-1)!} [F(x_i)]^{i-1} [1 - F(x_{i+1})]^{n-i-1} f(x_i) f(x_{i+1}) ; -\infty < x_i < x_{i+1} < \infty
\]
From this joint density the distribution of the within-block differences can be— theoretically—obtained.
Note that the within-block component of variance depends on $i$. Small or large values of $i$ correspond to the tails of $N(\mu, \sigma^2)$. Thus the within-block component of variance from the tail of the distribution is not the same as that from the middle of the distribution; i.e., the variance is larger for the small or large $i$ than for middle values.

### 3.5.3 Induced (Concomitant) Order Statistics

When baseline measures are treated as order statistics the related post-study outcomes are considered *concomitants* of these order statistics. The concept of concomitants of order statistics was first used by David (1973) and independently, under the name of *induced order statistics*, by Bhattacharya (1974). Many different aspects of the asymptotic theory of concomitants of order statistics have been developed (for example Sen (1976), Yang (1977)). Interesting applications of concomitants of order statistics, either as an underlying model or as a tool in statistical inferences, can be found Barnett et al. (1976), David et al. (1977), and Yang (1977).

The following discussion is paraphrased from Armitage and Colton (2005). Let $(X_i, Y_i), i = 1, \ldots, n$, be a random sample from an absolutely continuous bivariate distribution with cdf $F(x, y)$. Let $X_{ra}$ denote the $r^{th}$ order statistic of the $X$ sample values.
The concomitants are obtained by arranging the data in the second component according to the ordering in the first component: the pairs are ordered by the $X_i$, and the $Y$-value associated with $X_{r,a}$ is denoted by $Y_{r,a}$. We call $Y_{r,a}$ the concomitant of the $r^{th}$ order statistic.

### 3.5.4 Standard Normal Order Statistics

Order statistics form the basis for many inferential techniques and knowledge of associated moments provides information about performance characteristics (see David, 1981). Applications are found in methods associated with trimmed means and more generally L-statistics. Testing for departure from normality as presented by Shapiro and Wilk (1965), for example, relies on a table of coefficients that are defined in terms of the means, variances, and covariances of normal order statistics.

In this section some important properties of order statistics from the normal population will be presented. First consider the order statistics $X_{i,n}(1 \leq i \leq n)$ from the standard normal distribution. Parrish (1992) pointed out that expected values have been reported by several authors to varying degrees of accuracy and precision. Tietjen et al. (1977) computed the means, variances, and covariances of all order statistics for sample
sizes up to 50. However, their values contrast with those given by Harter and Yamauchi (1972)—who reported expected values to 10 decimal places—in the fourth decimal place for a sample size 50, for example. Parrish (1991) used a numerical integration technique to provide high precision tables of expected values and standard deviations of order statistics to 25 decimal places, taken from final values believed to be accurate to at least 27 decimal places. The numerical evaluation technique is based on a simple Gauss-Legendre quadrature method for which computational routines are available in the literature. For examples, see Stroud and Secrest (1969), David and Rabinowitz (1984), and Lether (1978). Tables are made available for sample sizes of 2(1)50, 50(10)200, and 200(25)500. Parrish stated that a related method can be applied to obtain the covariances, although the computation of covariances is more complex and computationally intensive. The precision with which covariances can be practically computed is more limited, especially for larger sample sizes. He also reported that with respect to all other known tables, his results extend the accuracy and precision of variance and covariances of normal order statistics for sample sizes up to 50.
3.5.5 Mean and Covariance of Ordered and Induced Ordered Normal Statistics

Suppose $\mathbf{y}_1$ and $\mathbf{y}_2$ are the vector of $p$ standard normal statistics such that let $\mathbf{z}_1$ be the vector of ordered $\mathbf{y}_1$ and $\mathbf{z}_2$ be the vector of induced ordered $\mathbf{y}_2$, which is induced by $\mathbf{z}_1$,

$$E\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{y}_1 \\ \mathbf{y}_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad Cov(\mathbf{y}_1, \mathbf{y}_2) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \psi \\ \psi & 1 \end{pmatrix} \otimes I_p.$$ 

Then the means for standard form for $\mathbf{z}_1$ and $\mathbf{z}_2$ are given by (Lee and Viana, 1999)

$$E\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{z}_1 \\ \mathbf{z}_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{c} \\ \psi \mathbf{c} \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{(3.12)}$$

where $\mathbf{c}$ is the mean vector of $p$ ordered independent standard normal variates.

Alternatively, $\mathbf{y}_1$ and $\mathbf{y}_2$ be such that $E\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{y}_1 \\ \mathbf{y}_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_1 \\ \mu_2 \end{bmatrix}$ and $Cov(\mathbf{y}_1, \mathbf{y}_2) = \tau^2 \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \psi \\ \psi & 1 \end{pmatrix} \otimes I_p$.

Then the means of $\mathbf{z}_1$ and $\mathbf{z}_2$ in non-standard form are given by

$$E\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{z}_1 \\ \mathbf{z}_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \mu_1 + \tau \mathbf{c} \\ \mu_2 + \tau \psi \mathbf{c} \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{(3.13)}$$

The variance-covariance matrix of $\mathbf{z}_1$ and $\mathbf{z}_2$ is

$$Cov(\mathbf{z}_1, \mathbf{z}_2) = \Gamma = \begin{bmatrix} \Gamma_{11} & \Gamma_{12} \\ \Gamma_{21} & \Gamma_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \tau^2 \mathbf{C} & \tau^2 \psi \mathbf{C} \\ \tau^2 \psi \mathbf{C} & \tau^2 \mathbf{I}_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 (\mathbf{C} - \mathbf{I}_p) \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{(3.14)}$$

where $\mathbf{C}$ is the covariance matrix of independent standard normal variates (Parrish, 1992).
3.6 The Contrast of Treatment Effect Within a Block

Suppose the two block members are randomized to study arm, either treatment or control.

The within-block treatment contrast is the difference between the values, treatment minus control. Let $\delta_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if the } i^{th} \text{ observation is randomized to treatment} \\ 0 & \text{if the } i^{th} \text{ observation is randomized to control} \end{cases}$. Then the treatment contrast in the first block may be defined as $(2\delta_i - 1)(x_1 - x_2)$, noting that $\delta_2 = 1 - \delta_1$.

$$E[(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})] = E[2\delta_{2i-1} - 1]E[x_{2i-1} - x_{2i}] = 0$$

$$\text{Cov}(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i}), (2\delta_{2j-1} - 1)(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j})) = E[(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(2\delta_{2j-1} - 1), (x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j})]$$

$$= E[2\delta_{2i-1} - 1]E[2\delta_{2j-1} - 1]E[(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j})] = 0$$

Then overall contrast is thus

so variance

$$Var((2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})) = E[(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)^2(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})^2]$$

$$= E[(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})^2]$$

$$E[(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})] = E[2\delta_{2i-1} - 1]E[x_{2i-1} - x_{2i}] = 0$$

$$\text{Cov}((2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i}), (2\delta_{2j-1} - 1)(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j}))$$

$$= E[(2\delta_{2i-1} - 1)(2\delta_{2j-1} - 1), (x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j})]$$

$$= E[2\delta_{2i-1} - 1]E[2\delta_{2j-1} - 1]E[(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})(x_{2j-1} - x_{2j})]$$

$$= 0$$

These differences—the contrast of treatment effect within a block—are independent from block to block. This is readily seen since the allocation is independent from the block values and $E(2\delta - 1) = 0$. 
It can now be shown that the variance of the overall contrast is given by
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{E[(x_{2i-1} - x_{2i})^2]}{n^2}.
\]
If the \(x\)'s are completely randomized, then each expectation is the same. However if the \(x\)'s correspond to order or induced order statistics, then as noted above the expectations are largest for \(i\) close to 1 or \(n\).

3.7 Methods for Simulation

In the chapters that follow certain variances are developed for the six study cases of design and analysis. These variances are derived analytically but were checked for accuracy and consistency by way of simulation. Additionally simulation was used to compute the power of the tests related to the six cases. Some detail is provided below. The SAS programs used to perform the simulation are found in Appendix A.

3.7.1 Simulation of a Two-Stage Sample from a Multivariate Normal Distribution

To simulate data for the purposes of verification of derived variances, a two-stage sampling scheme was employed. First a covariance matrix was formed to represent the first stage of sampling from a population of clusters:
\[ V = \tau^2 \begin{pmatrix} 1 & \psi \\ \psi & 1 \end{pmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

Additionally the mean vector was assumed to contain all zeros. (The mean vector may be easily altered post-simulation by adding the appropriate constants to the simulated data.) The SAS/IML (SAS Interactive Matrix Language) function VNORMA L was used to generate \( p \) bivariate observations representing the pre and posttest cluster means.

At the second stage the variance matrix of the within cluster sample was formed as

\[ \sigma^2 I_n \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

where \( n \) represents either the baseline sample size or the posttest sample size. Note that conditioned on the cluster, the within cluster observations are independent with common variance. The mean vector for each cluster is based on the results from the first stage. That is, the first stage value for a cluster is used as the mean of the normal distribution from which the second stage sample is drawn. Again the function VNORMA L is used to generate the data.
3.7.2 Verification of Variance Calculations

The simulation generates 2500 iterates for each combination of sample size and parameter values. For each iterate, the treatment contrast is computed and stored. Additionally, the computed variance is stored. The analytic variance is confirmed by computing an estimate of the standard error of the treatment contrast and forming a 95% confidence interval. Numerous runs were made on varying parameters and in each case the computed variance was within the confidence limits of the estimated variance.

3.7.3 Power Calculations and Verification

The method for analytically estimating power is given below in Section 8. In addition to the above, the value of the test statistic is generated for each simulated iteration. The test statistic is compared to the appropriate 0.05 critical value taken from an $F$ distribution and an indicator variable (1=critical value is exceeded, 0=otherwise) is stored. The average value of this indicator variable over all 2500 iterates constitutes an estimate of the power. Estimates of the power along with 95% confidence intervals were computed. In each case the analytically computed power fell within the confidence limits.
3.8 Computing the Power

The power of the tests associated with six case analyses is derived from the associated $F$ distribution, which for some cases is an approximation. The noncentrality parameter is computed for various treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option.

For Cases 1-3, the exact $F$ distribution is used. For Cases 4-6 the approximate $F$ distributions, noted in the associated sections of Chapter IV and V, are used. Both Cases 2 and 5 are conditional analyses. For each realization of the baseline data (for each simulated iterate) the power was computed. This constitutes the power of the test conditioned on the baseline data and the results will vary from iteration to iteration. The average, or estimate of the expected power, is computed across all of the iterates and is reported. Thus the power was computed without simulation for all Cases except Cases 2 and 5.
Chapter IV

Randomized Controlled Trials: 6-Case Scenarios

4.1 Introduction

The randomized controlled trial (RCT) is a form of clinical trial, or scientific procedure where we randomly select $p$ subjects from a study population and randomly assign them to study conditions (treatment or control). It is a quantitative, comparative, controlled method and widely considered to provide the most reliable form of scientific evidence. It is the best known design for eliminating the variety of biases that regularly compromise the validity of medical research. Thus the RCT is one of the simplest and most powerful tools in clinical research.

RCTs are often used to establish average efficacy of a treatment as well as learn about its most frequently occurring side-effects. This is meant to address the following concerns. First, effects of a treatment may be small and therefore undetectable except when studied systematically on a large population. Second, biological organisms (including humans) are complex, and do not react to the same
stimulus in the same way, which makes inference from single clinical reports very unreliable and generally unacceptable as scientific evidence. Third, some conditions will spontaneously go into remission, with many extant reports of miraculous cures for no discernible reason. Finally, it is well-known and has been proven that the simple process of administering the treatment may have direct psychological effects on the patient, sometimes very powerful, creating what is known as the placebo effect. For example, a “cure” might be a successful counseling session for smoking cessation. Increases in such “cures” may occur outside of the influence of a controlled intervention (thus the need for a control group).

In this work, in addition to RCT structure, each subject is measured on the outcome of interest at two time points, that is, before and after assignment of treatment. The first measure is called the pretest or baseline measure and the second measure is called the posttest measure. These two measures on the same subject are correlated and viewed as repeated measures. To compare the results of a treatment with the results of a control group, sample means are contrasted between treatment and control groups; that is, the sample mean of the control group is compared with that of other treatment groups to detect treatment effects.
There are several standard designs and analysis methods that can be applied (Cases 1-3). The methods covered here are divided into two groups: without matching and with matching. The matching technique is to collect the baseline data, sort the subjects by their baseline values, pair them, and then randomize to treatment or control within the matched pair.

I. Without Matching (Standard method)

   **Case 1.** Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the posttest scores. The baseline data are ignored.

   **Case 2.** Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on the posttest scores with pretest score as a covariable.

   **Case 3.** ANOVA on the pre-post differences.

II. With Matching (Standard method augmented with matching)

   **Case 4.** Same as Case 1, accounting for matching.

   **Case 5.** Same as Case 2, accounting for matching.

   **Case 6.** Same as Case 3, accounting for matching.

Note that each method adjusts in some way for the baseline except for the first method. In Cases 5 and 6 the baseline is accounted for in two ways.

In what follows, the derivation of the variance of the overall treatment
contrast and a method of significance testing will be presented for each of the six cases.

4.2 Methods

The general methodology for determining the overall treatment contrast and deriving its variance is given here. The methodology for constructing a test statistic with an $\mathcal{F}$ distribution (or approximate) is presented. These methods are used in Section 3 for each of the six cases.

4.2.1 Treatment Effect

For Cases 1-3 assume without loss of generality that the first half of the data is the control group and the remainder is the treatment group. Let $\ell_i$, the linear contrast that compares treatment and control group averages, be written as

$$\ell_i = \frac{2}{p} \left( \begin{array}{c} -1 \\ 1 \end{array} \right) \otimes j_{p/2},$$

where $j_k$ is the $k$-dimensional vector of 1's. The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group sample means and it can be expressed as $\ell_i y$.

Under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect, the expected value of $\ell_i y$ is $E(\ell_i y) = 0$ and its variance is
\[ \text{Var}(\ell', y) = \ell' \text{Var}(y) \ell, \]

(4.2)

For Cases 4-5 the data are arranged in non-decreasing order on the baseline data. Let \( z_1 \) be the vector of ordered baseline measures and \( z_2 \) be the vector of induced ordered posttest measures, which is induced by \( z_1 \). Taking matching on baseline measures into consideration, the sample means are contrasted between treatment and control subjects within each matched group. Were the elements of \( z_2 \) identically and independently distributed, then we may freely permute them and assign the first half to control and the second half to intervention. However, since the measures have a specific (induced) order, the vector of contrasts that denotes the treatment assignment must also reflect the randomness of the assignment.

Let \( \phi_b \) be a random variable with equal probability of values \( \pm 1 \). A value of '1' denotes treatment and a value of '−1' denotes control as the assignment for the \((2b−1)\)th subject—corresponding to the first subject in the \(b\)th pair. Note this also indicates that the assignment for the second subject in pair \(b\) will be the opposite of the first subject. The \( \phi_b \)'s are independent each with mean zero and variance 1.

The covariance of \( \phi_b \) and \( −\phi_b \) is easily shown to be −1. Treatment effect is the difference of means between treatment and control groups and it can be written as \( L_2'z \) where

\[ L_2' = \frac{1}{(p/2)} \left( (\phi_1, -\phi_1), (\phi_2, -\phi_2), \ldots, (\phi_{p/2}, -\phi_{p/2}) \right) \]

(4.3)
The expected value of $L_2$ is $E[L_2] = 0$ and the variance is

$$\text{Var}[L_2] = V = I_{p/2} \otimes \left( \begin{array}{cc} 1 & -1 \\ -1 & 1 \end{array} \right) \left( p/2 \right)^2$$

(4.4)

To find the variance of the contrast we must account for the fact that both $L_2'$ and $z_2$ are random. Using equation (3.3) from tools section (variance derived from the conditional variance and conditional expectation) we see that

$$\text{Var}(L_2'z) = \text{Var}(E[L_2'z|L_2]) + E(\text{Var}[L_2'z|L_2])$$

(4.5)

The resolution of (4.5) depends on the definition of $z$, which varies from case to case, and the covariance matrix of $z$.

4.2.2 Variance of the Treatment Effect

In order to find the variance of the treatment effect the variance of the data vector (unordered or ordered) is required. Let $y_j = \begin{pmatrix} y_{1j} & \ldots & y_{mj} \end{pmatrix}'$ be the vector of observed values, $i=1,\ldots,p$, at time $j$ where $j=1,2$. The $y$'s at each time point are assumed to be independently, identically distributed as $N(\mu_j, \tau^2)$. Each time 1-2 pair of values, $(y_{1i}, y_{i2})$ is assumed to be bivariate normal with common correlation $\psi$ (Figure 4.1). Therefore $\text{Var}((y_{1i}, y_{i2})) = \begin{pmatrix} \tau^2 & \tau^2 \psi \\ \tau^2 \psi & \tau^2 \end{pmatrix}$. The covariance matrix of $y_1$ and $y_2$ can be written as

$$\Sigma = \text{Cov}\begin{pmatrix} y_1 \\ y_2 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{12} \\ \Sigma_{21} & \Sigma_{22} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \tau^2 & \tau^2 \psi \\ \tau^2 \psi & \tau^2 \end{pmatrix} \otimes I_p$$

(4.6)
Equation (4.6)—or a function of this equation—is used in (4.1) for Cases 1-3.

For Cases 4-5 the focus is on the ordered and induced ordered vectors $z_1$ and $z_2$ defined above. Drawing on equations (3.13) and (3.14)—from section 5.5 of the tools chapter, the means of $z_1$ and $z_2$ are given by

$$
E \begin{bmatrix}
    z_1 \\
    z_2
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    \mu_1 + \tau c \\
    \mu_2 + \tau \psi c
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4.7)

where $c$ is the mean vector of $p$ ordered independent standard normal variates. The variance of $z_1$ and $z_2$ is given by
\[ \Gamma = \text{Cov}(z_1, z_2) = \begin{bmatrix} \Gamma_{11} & \Gamma_{12} \\ \Gamma_{21} & \Gamma_{22} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \tau^2 C & \tau^2 \psi C \\ \tau^2 \psi C & \tau^2 I_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 (C - I_p) \end{bmatrix} \] (4.8)

where \( C \) is the covariance matrix of independent standard normal variates. Equation (4.8)—or a function of this equation—is used in (4.5) for Cases 4-5.

### 4.2.3 Methods for Significance Testing

Define the elements of linear model as follows:

\[
y = \begin{bmatrix} y_1 \\ y_2 \\ \vdots \\ y_p \end{bmatrix}, \quad X = [X_1 : X_2], \quad \beta = \begin{bmatrix} \beta_1 \\ \beta_2 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \varepsilon = \begin{bmatrix} e_1 \\ e_2 \\ \vdots \\ e_p \end{bmatrix} \] (4.9)

where \( \beta_1 \) is a \( k \times 1 \) vector of coefficients, the design matrix \( X \) has dimensions \( p \times (k + 1) \) and can be partitioned as \( X = [X_1 : X_2] \) where \( X_1 \) consists of all but the last column—including the vector of 1’s—and \( X_2 \) consists of the last column representing the vector of indicator variables associated with treatment assignment. We want to test \( H_0 : \beta_2 = 0 \) versus \( H_1 : \beta_2 \neq 0 \) to assess the significance of the treatment effect.

The model under \( H_1 \) is called the full model. The model under \( H_0 \) is called the reduced model since \( X_2 \) is dropped. The two models are compared and the reduced model will be retained unless it is shown to be inadequate.
The method used to test the null hypothesis is analysis of variance (ANOVA). When there is only control and one treatment group, the two-sample t-test is equivalent and may be more convenient to use. ANOVA is an analytic technique in which total sum of squares—which measures the total variation in the data—is divided into components that can be attributed to important sources. The regression sum of squares for the full model is $SSR_{full} = y'X(X'X)^{-1}X'y$. The regression sum of squares for the reduced model is $SSR_{reduced} = y'X_1(X_1'X_1)^{-1}X_1'y$. The difference between the two models is the amount of variation in the response that cannot be accounted for by the reduced model alone. The difference is expressed as $SSR_D = y'(X(X'X)^{-1}X' - X_1(X_1'X_1)^{-1}X_1')y$. When $H_0$ is true, most of variability in the response should be explained by the reduced model and the difference should be small. Thus this quadratic form will play a major role in the test statistic used to choose between $H_0$ and $H_1$. The residual sum of squares can be expressed as $SSE = y'\left( I - X(X'X)^{-1}X' \right)y$. Using these sums of squares, an F statistic may be formed as in equation (3.5)—from the section 4.4 in the tools chapter.

4.2.4 Approximations to the F Distribution

Commonly the application of the F distribution is only approximate. The underlying
data may be non-normal, the covariance structure has an unyielding eigen-structure, quadratic form matrices are not orthogonal, and other reasons. In this work paired matching on baseline measures leads to the underlying data being distributed as ordered-normal, rather than simply (unordered) normal. Such data will not lead to homogeneity of variance. The result is that the matrix of the quadratic form (the perpendicular projection, Q) times the covariance matrix of the data (ordered statistics) may not be idempotent. Accordingly the quadratic form may not have an exact chi-squared distribution. Finally the covariance structure is such that relevant matrices of the quadratic forms (perpendicular projections for regression and error) may not be orthogonal with respect to the covariance. Thus the two quadratic forms may be correlated.

The approach given here is not one founded in asymptotic theory, though appealing to such theory would be useful. Rather the approach is to note how the properties are approximately met to make the usual ratio statistics have approximate F distributions.

Consider the quadratic form $Y'QY$ where $Y \sim MVN(\mu, \Sigma)$ and $Q$ is a perpendicular projection (and is thus idempotent). Note this means that $r$ of the eigenvalues of $Q$ are equal to one and the others are equal to zero, where $r$ is the
dimension of $Q$. When $r=1$, $Q \Sigma$ will have a single non-zero eigenvalue, say $\kappa$, provided that $Q \Sigma \neq 0$. To show this, let the vector $u \in \text{column span of } Q$ such that its norm is one, $\|u\|=1$. Then

$$Q \Sigma u = (u' \Sigma u) u$$

since $Q$ is a perpendicular projection. Hence $u$ is an eigenvector of $Q \Sigma$ with corresponding eigenvalue

$$\kappa = u' \Sigma u$$

Thus $Q \Sigma / \kappa$ is idempotent and $YQY / \kappa$ will have a (possibly non-central) chi-squared distribution. However when $r>1$ the positive eigenvalues of $Q \Sigma$ may vary and if so then no single scalar correction can be used to achieve the desired idempotency. However, if the eigenvalues have relatively small variation, then an average eigenvalue may be used for the divisor $\kappa$. The result will yield $Q \Sigma / \kappa$ to be approximately idempotent and it may be argued that $YQY / \kappa$ will be approximately chi-squared.

Let $Q_D = X(X'X)^{-1}X' \sim X_i(X_i'X_i)^{-1}X_i'$ be the perpendicular projection onto the orthogonal complement of the span of $X_i$ in the span of $X$. Then $SSR_D = y'Q_D y$.

The rank of $Q_D$, $r(Q_D)$, is 1 and, assuming that $Var(y)$ is full rank, $r(Q_D Var(y)) = 1$. As noted above, $Q_D Var(y)$ has one positive eigenvalue (the
others are zero) denoted by \( \kappa \). Thus \( Q_D \text{Var}(y) / \kappa \) is idempotent and \( SSR_D / \kappa = y'Q_D y / \kappa \) has a chi-squared distribution with noncentrality parameter 
\( \lambda = \mu Q_D \mu / 2 \kappa \).

Let \( Q_e = I - X(X'X)^{-1}X' \) be the perpendicular projection onto the orthogonal complement of the span of \( X \) in \( \mathbb{R}^n \) (n-dimension Euclidean space). Then \( SSE = y'Q_e y \), \( r(Q_e) = r(Q_e \text{Var}(y)) = p - k - 1 \). This means \( Q_e \text{Var}(y) \) has \( p - k - 1 \) non-zero eigenvalues. If all of these are the same, then we have two distinct eigenvalues, \( \kappa \) and 0, where the multiplicity of \( \kappa \) is \( p - k - 1 \). In this case \( Q_e \text{Var}(y) / \kappa \) is idempotent and \( SSE / \kappa = y'Q_e y / \kappa \) has a central chi-squared distribution.

4.3 Case Scenarios

4.3.1 Case 1: Posttest Data With No Matching

This is a completely randomized trial, involving no pre-stratification or matching of subjects according to baseline characteristics. Therefore with this approach the baseline measures are ignored. To find a treatment effect, using only posttest data, the sample mean of control group is compared with that of treatment group.

This type of analysis can be both weak and strong, depending on the
circumstances. The strength of this analysis is its simplicity in that it requires no baseline data collection. One major weakness is that the variance between subjects may be large relative to the variance within subjects. Any variation not attributable to study condition is left to residual error. It is assumed that randomization will cause the two groups to be similar at baseline. However when the sample size is small, the variation between subjects can overwhelm the difference caused by the treatment. Randomization can remove bias, but it does not reduce variation. This is a weak design unless a fairly large number of subjects are randomized to each study condition. So if baseline data is collected, this method would not be recommended. There may be situations where collecting baseline data is not feasible. Then—among the six cases—this is the only choice.

4.3.1.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group sample means taken at time 2 and it can be written as \( \ell'_2, y_2 \). Since \( \text{Var}(y_2) = \Sigma_{22} = \tau^2 I_n \), then from (4.2) and (4.6) the variance is given by

\[
\text{Var}(\ell'_2, y_2) = \tau^2 \ell'_2 \ell_2 = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2
\] (4.12)
4.3.1.2 Inference on Treatment Effect

The matrix $X_1$ is the vector of 1's since the model only contains the intercept term and a treatment indicator. The matrix $Q_D$ is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by $\ell_t$. Since $\text{Var}(y_2) = \tau^2 I_p$, $\kappa = \tau^2$ is the positive eigenvalue of $Q_D \Sigma_{22}$. Therefore $\text{SSR}_D / \tau^2 \sim \chi^2_{(\lambda, 1)}$ with non-centrality parameter $\lambda = \frac{1}{2\tau^2} \mu' Q_D \mu$.

The product $Q_E \Sigma_{22}$ has $p - 2$ non-zero eigenvalues since $r(Q_E) = r(Q_E \Sigma_{22}) = p - 2$. Since $\text{Var}(y_2) = \tau^2 I_p$, $\kappa = \tau^2$ is the one positive eigenvalue with multiplicity $p - 2$. Thus $Q_E \Sigma_{22} / \tau^2$ is idempotent and $\text{SSE} / \tau^2$ follows a central chi-squared distribution with $p - 2$ degrees of freedom. The centrality is a result of the mean vector $\mu = X \beta$ being orthogonal to $Q_E$.

To summarize, $\text{SSR}_D / \tau^2$ follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda = \frac{1}{2\tau^2} \mu' Q_D \mu$. Also $\text{SSE} / \tau^2$ follows a central chi-squared distribution with $p - 2$ degrees of freedom. The variables $\text{SSR}_D$ and $\text{SSE}$ are independent since $Q_E Q_D = 0$. Hence the ratio $F = \frac{\text{SSR}_D / \tau^2}{\text{SSE} / ((p - 2) \tau^2)} = \frac{\text{SSR}_D}{\text{SSE} / ((p - 2)}}$ follows a noncentral $F$ distribution with 1, $p - 2$ degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda$. 
4.3.2 Case 2: Posttest Data, Baseline as Covariable, No Matching

If we have baseline data collected, it is known that analysis of posttest data alone may not provide the most powerful method to analyze the data (Bonate, 2000). Because of this we must consider adapting methods such as matching, stratification, repeated measures and regression adjustment for covariates aimed at improving the efficiency of the test—reducing the variance of treatment comparisons.

In general it is expected that posttest data, in the absence of treatment effects, will be correlated with the baseline (pretest) data. A number of standard methods are available for using this correlation in order to improve the power to detect the treatment effect. One possible approach will be to have the baseline data as a covariate to improve precision in testing the effectiveness of the treatment. It allows us to control for differences among subjects. In the adjusted analysis, baseline data are used as a covariate that represents a source of variation which has not been controlled for in the experiment. This can reduce the confounding and improve the precision of the estimate of the treatment. Generally if baseline comparability among groups is uncertain or regression towards the mean greatly influences the posttest measures, ANCOVA is recommended as a method for data analysis.

The concept regression towards the mean refers to the following. The
posttest measure on the individual will tend to be greater than his corresponding baseline measure when his baseline measure is below the average, whereas posttest measure will tend to decrease when his baseline measure is above the average baseline measure, independent of any treatment effect. The farther a given baseline is from its mean, the greater the amount of regression towards the mean, which is independent of any treatment effect.

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) adjusts the dependent variable in order to remove the influence of the baseline on the posttest. Thus ANCOVA tests the hypothesis that the posttest mean in each treatment group is equal given that the mean baseline in each treatment group is equal. Compared to a completely randomized design, it can be seen that ANCOVA splits the error term into two variance components: one is due to regression of the baseline on the posttest data and another due to residual variation. Hence the mean square error term is smaller in ANCOVA than in a completely randomized design and ANCOVA provides a better estimate of the treatment effect. Cochran (1957) showed that the reduction in the mean square error using ANCOVA compared to a completely randomized design is determined by the amount of the correlation between baseline and posttest measures. Usually higher correlation between baseline and posttest measures results in a
smaller mean square error if we have a large degree of freedom so that the reduction in the error term mainly depends on the correlation between pre-post measurements.

4.3.2.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

Method of inferring about the difference between treatment and control means

Assuming $y_1$ represents the vector of baseline measurements and $y_2$ represents the vector of posttest measurements, the covariance matrix of $y_1$ and $y_2$ is given in (4.6). From equation (3.2) - section 2.2 in the tool chapter, we have that the conditional distribution of $y_2$ given $y_1$ is $y_{2|1} \sim \text{MVN} [\mu_2 + \Sigma_{21} \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (y_1 - \mu_1), \Sigma_{22}]$.

From (4.6),

$$
\mu_2 + \Sigma_{21} \Sigma_{11}^{-1} (y_1 - \mu_1) = \mu_2 + \tau^2 \psi I_p \left( \tau^2 I_p \right) (y_1 - \mu_1) = \mu_2 + \psi (y_1 - \mu_1)
$$

(4.13)

and

$$
\Sigma_{2,1} = \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{21} \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12} = \tau^2 I_p - \tau^2 \psi I_p \left( \tau^2 I_p \right) \tau^2 \psi I_p = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p
$$

(4.14)

The conditional expectation and variance of the treatment contrast is thus

$$
E[\ell', y_2 | y_1] = \ell' [\mu_2 + \psi (y_1 - \mu_1)]
$$

(4.15)

and
\[ V(\ell', y_2 \mid y_1) = \ell', \Sigma_{2,1} \ell', \]
\[ = \ell', \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I, \ell', \]
\[ = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \tag{4.16} \]

**4.3.2.2 Inference on Treatment Effect**

The matrix \( X_1 \) contains the vector of 1's and the baseline data as well as the baseline vector \( y_1 \). The matrix \( Q_D \) is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by \( \ell \) orthogonalized to \( y_1 \). Since \( \text{Var}(y_{2,1}) = \Sigma_{2,1} = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I, \)
\( \kappa = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \) is the positive eigenvalue of \( Q_D \Sigma_{2,1} \).

Therefore
\[ \text{SSR}_D / \left( \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \right) \sim \chi^2_{(1, \lambda)} \]

with non-centrality parameter \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2 \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2)} \mu' Q_D \mu \).

The product \( Q_x \Sigma_{2,1} \) has \( p - 3 \) non-zero eigenvalues since \( r(Q_x) = r(Q_x \Sigma_{2,1}) = p - 3 \). Since \( \text{Var}(y_{2,1}) = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I, \)
\( \kappa = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \) is the one positive eigenvalue with multiplicity \( p - 3 \). Thus \( Q_x \Sigma_{2,1} / \left( \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \right) \) is idempotent and \( \text{SSE} / \left( \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \right) \) follows a central chi-squared distribution with \( p - 3 \) degrees of freedom. The centrality is a result of the mean vector \( \mu = X \beta \) being orthogonal to \( Q_x \).

To summarize, \( \text{SSR}_D / \left( \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \right) \) follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality.
parameter \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2 \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2)} \mu' Q_D \mu \). Also \( SSE'/(\tau^2 (1 - \psi^2)) \) follows a central chi-squared distribution with \( p - 3 \) degrees of freedom. The variables \( SSR_D \) and \( SSE \) are independent since \( Q_e Q_D = 0 \). Hence the ratio

\[
F = \frac{SSR_D / (\tau^2 (1 - \psi^2))}{SSE' / ((p - 3) \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2))} = \frac{SSR_D}{SSE / (p - 3)}
\]

follows a noncentral \( F \) distribution with \( 1, p - 3 \) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter \( \lambda \).

4.3.3 Case 3: Pre-Post Difference, No Matching

As previously discussed, the inclusion of baseline data in a study design provides more flexibility in the selection of methods of data analysis and gives better power to detect the treatment differences. Another possible approach is when the treatment is assessed as a net difference of differences between baseline and posttest measures in the treatment group relative to the control group. This allows for an adjustment for baseline measures. The variance of differences is a function of both the variance of measures at each time point and the correlation between baseline and posttest measures. For this reason, precision is increased if we use differences instead of posttest measures for the data analysis, provided that the correlation is sufficiently large.
4.3.3.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group sample pre-post mean differences and it can be written as \( \ell'_r(y_2 - y_1) \). Define

\[
\ell_2 = \begin{pmatrix} -1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \otimes I_p
\]

(4.17)

to be the contrast of posttest and pretest measures. Recall that \( y = \begin{pmatrix} y_1 \\ y_2 \end{pmatrix} \), the baseline data over the posttest data. Then \( \ell'_r y \) is the vector of pre-post differences which constitutes the data vector for this case. The treatment effect contrast is thus \( \ell'_r \ell'_2 y \). Since \( \text{Var}(y) = \Sigma \) then from (4.6)

\[
\text{Var}(\ell'_2 y) = \ell'_2 \Sigma \ell_2 \\
= \Sigma_{2-1} \\
= \Sigma_{11} - 2\Sigma_{12} + \Sigma_{22} \\
= 2\tau^2 (1 - \psi) I_p
\]

(4.18)

and from (4.2) and the treatment contrast variance is given by

\[
\text{Var}(\ell'_r \ell'_2 y) = 2\tau^2 (1 - \psi) \ell'_r \ell'_2 = \frac{8}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi)
\]

(4.19)

4.3.3.2 Inference on Treatment Effect

The matrix \( X_1 \) is the vector of 1’s since the model only contains the intercept term and a treatment indicator. The matrix \( Q_d \) is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by \( \ell_r \). The data for this case are pre-post differences in means, \( \ell'_2 y \).

Since \( \text{Var}(\ell'_2 y) = \Sigma_{2-1} = 2\tau^2 (1 - \psi) I_p \), \( \kappa = 2\tau^2 (1 - \psi) \) is the positive eigenvalue of
\( Q_D \Sigma_{2-1} \). Therefore \( SSR_D / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi)) \sim \chi^2_{\lambda} \) with non-centrality parameter

\[
\lambda = \frac{1}{4\tau^2 (1-\psi)} \mu' Q_D \mu.
\]

The product \( Q_E \Sigma_{2-1} \) has \( p-2 \) non-zero eigenvalues since

\[ r(Q_E) = r(Q_E \Sigma_{2-1}) = p-2. \]

Since \( \text{Var}(\epsilon'_2) = \Sigma_{2-1} = 2\tau^2 (1-\psi) I_p \), \( \kappa = 2\tau^2 (1-\psi) \) is the one positive eigenvalue with multiplicity \( p-2 \). Thus \( Q_E \Sigma_{2-1} / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi)) \) is idempotent and \( \text{SSE} / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi)) \) follows a central chi-squared distribution with \( p-2 \) degrees of freedom. The centrality is a result of the mean vector \( \mu = X\beta \) being orthogonal to \( Q_E \).

To summarize, \( SSR_D / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi)) \) follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with \( 1 \) degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter

\[
\lambda = \frac{1}{4\tau^2 (1-\psi)} \mu' Q_D \mu.
\]

Also \( \text{SSE} / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi)) \) follows a central chi-squared distribution with \( p-2 \) degrees of freedom. The variables \( SSR_D \) and \( SSE \) are independent since \( Q_E Q_D = 0 \). Hence the ratio

\[
F = \frac{SSR_D / (2\tau^2 (1-\psi))}{\text{SSE} / [(p-2)(2\tau^2 (1-\psi))]} = \frac{SSR_D}{\text{SSE} / (p-2)}
\]

distribution with \( 1, \ p-2 \) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter \( \lambda \).

### 4.3.4 Case 4: Posttest Data With Matching

It is known that adopting methods such as matching, stratification, repeated
measures and regression adjustment for covariates may improve the efficiency of the test—reducing the variance of treatment comparisons. We here consider incorporating matching on baseline measures in the data analysis.

Suppose that \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_p \) are independently and identically distributed normal random variables that represent the baseline outcome measures. Let \( y_{(1)} \leq y_{(2)} \leq \cdots \leq y_{(p)} \) be the order statistics obtained by arranging these random samples in nondecreasing order of magnitude. Clearly the order statistics are not independent. Prior to randomization, these values are paired by taking these order statistics and matching the first two, next two, and so on.

The corresponding values at time 2 represent induced ordered statistics by way of association with the time 1 ordered values. For example, the first value at time 1 is less than or equal to the second value; however the first value at time 2 need not be less than the second value, though this direction of order has increase likelihood due to its association with a correlated order in the time 1 data. After matching, one subject within each pair is randomized to the treatment arm and the other to the control arm (Figure 4.2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time1</th>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Time2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$y_{111}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$y_{112}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{211}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$y_{212}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td></td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{(p-1)1}$</td>
<td>$p/2$</td>
<td>$y_{(p-1)2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{(p1)}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$y_{(p2)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Treatment / Control

Figure 4.2. Paired-Matching on Baseline Data: Order and Induced Order Statistics

4.3.4.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group sample means contrasted within each matched-pair at time 2 and it can be written as $L'_2 z_2$

where $L_2$ is defined in (4.3). Recall that from (4.7) the mean of $z_2$ is given by

$$E(z_2) = \mu_2 + \tau \psi e$$  

(4.20)

and from (4.8) the variance of $z_2$ is given by

$$Var(z_2) = \Gamma_{22} = \tau^2 I_\rho + \tau^2 \psi^2 (C - I_\rho)$$  

(4.21)

The conditional expectation of $L'_2 z_2$ given the random allocation $L_2$ is

$$E[L'_2 z_2 | L_2] = L'_2 (\mu_2 + \tau \psi e)$$  

(4.22)

Each element of the time 2 mean vector $\mu_2$ varies from the corresponding element of the time 1 mean vector $\mu_1$ by a constant (temporal effect or placebo effect) and an amount due to the effect of the intervention, that is, if the given element was exposed
to the treatment. Assume that the added constant is zero (it will work its way out of
the ensuing calculations anyway) and that the only difference is the possible
treatment effect. The baseline mean $\mu_1$ is assumed by the stage one model to be a
multiple of the vector of 1's. Let

$$\delta = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{p}{2} L_2 \right)$$

be the vector of indicators of treatment or control (1's and 0's). Let $\Delta$ be the
treatment effect difference. Then

$$\mu_2 = \mu_1 + \Delta \delta$$

Thus (4.22) reduces to

$$E \left[ L_2' z_2 | L_2 \right] = L_2' \left( \mu_1 + \Delta \delta + \tau \psi \epsilon \right)$$

$$= \Delta L_2' \delta + \tau \psi L_2' \epsilon$$

$$= \frac{\Delta}{2} \left( L_2' j_\pi + \left( \frac{p}{2} \right) L_2' L_2 \right) + \tau \psi L_2' \epsilon$$

$$= \Delta + \tau \psi L_2' \epsilon$$

since $L_2' \mu_1 = 0$, $L_2' j_\pi = 0$, and $L_2' L_2 = 4/p$.

The conditional variance is

$$Var \left[ L_2' z_2 | L_2 \right] = L_2' \left( \tau^2 I_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 (C - I_p) \right) L_2$$

$$= \left( \tau^2 - \tau^2 \psi^2 \right) L_2' L_2 + \tau^2 \psi^2 L_2' CL_2$$

$$= \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 \left( 1 - \psi^2 \right) + \tau^2 \psi^2 L_2' CL_2$$

Recall that the expectation of $L_2$ is the zero vector and its variance is given by (4.4).

Using (4.5) we thus have that
\[ \text{Var}\left[ L_2' z_2 \right] = \text{Var}\left( \Delta + \tau \psi L_2' \epsilon \right) + E\left( \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 \psi^2 L_2' C L_2 \right) \]
\[ = \tau^2 \psi^2 \epsilon' V \epsilon + \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 \psi^2 \text{trace}(V C) \]  \hfill (4.27)
\[ = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 \psi^2 \text{trace}\left( V \left( C + \epsilon \epsilon' \right) \right) \]

The latter term (trace) is a function of the average squared difference between adjacent standard normal order statistics, which from (3.2) is related to the within-matched pair variation. Define
\[ \omega_p = \text{trace}\left( V \left( C + \epsilon \epsilon' \right) \right) / p \]  \hfill (4.28)
to be a function of \( p \). Then (4.27) reduces to
\[ \text{Var}\left[ L_2' z_2 \right] = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + p \tau^2 \psi^2 \omega_p \]  \hfill (4.29)

4.3.4.2 Inference on Treatment Effect

The matrix \( X_1 \) is the vector of 1's and \( \frac{p}{2} - 1 \) indicator vectors that identify the matched-pair blocks. There are \( \frac{p}{2} \) blocks but one indicator vector may be omitted so that \( X_1 \) remains full rank. The vector denoted by \( X_2 \) consists of the observed value of \( L_2 \), the treatment contrast. The matrix \( Q_0 \), conditioned on the baseline data, is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by \( L_2 \) orthogonalized to the span of \( X_1 \). Since \( \text{Var}(z_2) = \tau^2 I_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 (C - I_p) \), then by (4.11)
\[ \kappa = \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 \psi^2 \epsilon' C \epsilon \] where the span of the unit vector \( \epsilon \) equals the span of
\( Q_D \). Therefore \( \frac{SSR_D}{\kappa} \sim \chi^2_{(1,4)} \) with non-centrality parameter \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2\kappa} \mu'Q_D\mu \).

The product \( Q_e\Gamma_{22} \) has \( \frac{p}{2}-1 \) non-zero eigenvalues since \( r(Q_e) = r(Q_e\Sigma_{22}) = \frac{p}{2}-1 \). However it can be shown that these eigenvalues are distinct when \( \tau^2\nu^2 > 0 \). Thus no scalar times \( Q_e\Gamma_{22} \) is idempotent. However, computations show that the average eigenvalue is equal to (or nearly equal to) \( \kappa \) that was found in the previous paragraph. Thus \( Q_e\Gamma_{22} \) is approximately idempotent and \( SSE/\kappa \) will approximately follow a central chi-squared distribution with \( \frac{p}{2}-1 \) degrees of freedom. The centrality is a result of the mean vector \( \mu = X\beta \) being orthogonal to \( Q_e \).

To summarize, \( \frac{SSR_D}{\kappa} \) follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2\kappa} \mu'Q_D\mu \). Also \( SSE/\kappa \) follows an approximate central chi-squared distribution with \( \frac{p}{2}-1 \) degrees of freedom. The variables \( SSR_D \) and \( SSE \) are not independent since \( Q_e\Gamma_{22}Q_D \neq 0 \); however, computations show that all terms in this product are very near to zero (approximately \( \leq 1E-05 \)) and thus they are essentially uncorrelated. Hence the ratio

\[
F = \frac{\frac{SSR_D}{\kappa}}{\frac{SSE}{\left(\frac{p}{2}-1\right)\kappa}} = \frac{SSR_D}{SSE / \left(\frac{p}{2}-1\right)}
\]

follows an approximate noncentral \( F \) distribution with 1, \( \frac{p}{2}-1 \) degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter \( \lambda \).
4.3.5 Case 5: Posttest Data, Baseline as Covariate, With Matching

In the pre-post design, baseline measures are used as a covariate that represents a source of variation which may be controlled for in the experiment. The baseline measure is also used as a matching variable in an effort to control the variation between subjects. Here both methods are combined and incorporated into the data analysis to improve precision.

4.3.5.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group sample means contrasted within each matched-pair at time 2 and conditioned on the baseline means. This may be written as \( L_2^T z_{2,1} \) where \( L_2 \) is defined in (4.3) and \( z_{2,1} \) represents the conditional value of \( z_2 \) given \( z_1 \). The (conditional) mean of \( z_{2,1} \) can be shown using (4.7) with (3.1) - (section 2.2 in the tools chapter) to be

\[
E(z_2 | z_1) = \mu_2 + \tau \psi \cdot C + \Gamma_{21} \Gamma_{11}^{-1} (z_1 - \mu_1 - \tau \epsilon)
\]

\[
= \mu_2 + \tau \psi \cdot c + \tau^2 \psi \cdot C \left( \tau^2 \psi \cdot C^{-1} \right) (z_1 - \mu_1 - \tau \epsilon)
\]

\[
= \mu_2 + \tau \psi \cdot c + \psi (z_1 - \mu_1 - \tau \epsilon)
\]

\[
= \mu_2 + \psi (z_1 - \mu_1)
\]

(4.30)

and from (4.8) the (conditional) variance of \( z_{2,1} \) is
\begin{align*}
\text{Var}(z_2 | z_1) &= \Gamma_{2,1} \\
&= \Gamma_{22} - \Gamma_{21} \Gamma_{11}^{-1} \Gamma_{12} \\
&= \tau^2 I_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 (C - I_p) - \tau^2 \psi C (\tau^2 C^{-1}) \tau^2 \psi C \\
&= \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p
\end{align*}

Note that (4.14) and (4.31) give the same result. The (conditional) expectation of 

\[ L'_2 z_{2,1} \] given the random allocation \( L_2 \), (4.24), and (4.30) is

\begin{align*}
E\left[ L'_2 z_{2,1} | L_2 \right] &= L'_2 (\mu_2 + \psi (z_1 - \mu_1)) \\
&= \Delta + \psi L'_2 z_1
\end{align*}

The (conditional) variance is

\begin{align*}
\text{Var}\left[ L'_2 z_{2,1} | L_2 \right] &= L'_2 (\tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p) L_2 \\
&= \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2)
\end{align*}

Using (4.5) we thus have that 

\begin{align*}
\text{Var}[L'_2 z_{2,1}] &= \text{Var}(\Delta + \psi L'_2 z_1) + E\left( \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) \right) \\
&= \psi^2 z_1' V z_1 + \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2)
\end{align*}

The conditional variance depends upon the baseline ordered values (compared to no dependence for Case 2). The expected conditional variance, averaging over all realizations of the baseline data, is given by
\[ E(\text{Var}[L_2'z_{2i}]) = \psi^2 E(z_i'\psi z_i) + \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) \]
\[ = \psi^2 \left( \tau^2 \text{trace}(VC) + (\mu_i + \tau e)'V(\mu_i + \tau e) \right) + \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) \]
\[ = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) + p\tau^2\psi^2 \omega_p \]

where \( \omega_p \) is given by (4.28). Note that the average variance in (4.35) is the same as the Case 4 variance given in (4.29).

### 4.3.5.2 Inference on Treatment Effect

The matrix \( X_1 \) is the vector of 1's, \( \frac{p}{2} - 1 \) indicator vectors that identify the matched-pair blocks, and the ordered baseline data \( z_1 \). The vector denoted by \( X_2 \) consist of the observed value of \( L_2 \), the treatment contrast. The matrix \( Q_D \), conditioned on the baseline data, is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by \( L_2 \) orthogonalized to the span of \( X_1 \). Since \( \text{Var}(z_2 | z_1) = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) I_p \), then
\[ \kappa = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) \]
Therefore \( \text{SSR}_D / (\tau^2 (1-\psi^2)) \sim \chi^2_{(1,\lambda)} \) with non-centrality parameter \( \lambda = \frac{1}{2\tau^2 (1-\psi^2)} \mu'Q_0\mu \).

The product \( Q_{2i} \Gamma_{2i} \) has \( \frac{p}{2} - 2 \) non-zero eigenvalues since
\[ r(Q_{2i}) = r(Q_{2i} \Sigma_{2i}) = \frac{p}{2} - 2 \]. Since \( \text{Var}(z_2 | z_1) = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) I_p \), \( \kappa = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) \) is the one positive eigenvalue with multiplicity \( \frac{p}{2} - 2 \). Thus \( Q_{2i} \Gamma_{2i} \) is idempotent.
and $\frac{SSE}{\kappa}$ has a central chi-squared distribution with $\frac{p}{2} - 2$ degrees of freedom.

The centrality is a result of the mean vector $\mu = X\beta$ being orthogonal to $Q_\varepsilon$.

To summarize, $\frac{SSR_D}{(\tau^2(1-\psi^2))}$ follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda = \frac{1}{2\tau^2(1-\psi^2)}\mu'Q_\varepsilon\mu$. Also $\frac{SSE}{(\tau^2(1-\psi^2))}$ follows a central chi-squared distribution with $\frac{p}{2} - 2$ degrees of freedom. The variables $SSR_D$ and $SSE$ are independent since $Q_\varepsilon Q_\varepsilon = 0$. Hence the ratio

$$F = \frac{SSR_D}{SSE/(\frac{p}{2} - 2)(\tau^2(1-\psi^2))} = \frac{SSR_D}{SSE/(\frac{p}{2} - 2)}$$

follows a noncentral $F$ distribution with 1, $\frac{p}{2} - 2$ degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda$.

### 4.3.6 Case 6: Pre-Post Differences With Matching

In Case 3 the treatment is assessed as a net difference of differences between baseline and posttest measures in the treatment group relative to the control group. This allows for one adjustment for baseline measures. Here matching is added as another method of adjustment. The variance of differences is a function of both the variance of measures at each time point and the correlation between baseline and posttest measures. On one hand it might be expected that matching would not have
any beneficial effect on the variation after taking differences from baseline into account. As will be discussed in Chapter VI, matching does decrease the variance over using differences from baseline alone.

4.3.6.1 Variance of Treatment Effect

The treatment effect is the difference between treatment and control group pre-post mean differences contrasted within each matched-pair at time 2 and it can be written as $L'_2(z_2 - z_1)$, where $L_2$ is defined in (4.3). Recall that $z = \begin{pmatrix} z_1 \\ z_2 \end{pmatrix}$, the ordered baseline data over the concomitant posttest data. Using (4.17) to define the pre-post differences, it follows that $\ell'_2 z$ is the vector of pre-post differences which constitutes the data vector for this case. The treatment effect contrast is thus $L'_2 \ell'_2 z$.

The expectation of $\ell'_2 z$ is given by

$$E(\ell'_2 z) = \mu_2 + \tau \psi \mathbf{e} - \mu_1 - \tau \mathbf{e}$$

$$= \mu_2 - \mu_1 - \tau (1 - \psi) \mathbf{e}$$

(4.36)

Since $\text{Var}(z) = \Gamma$ then from (4.8)

$$\text{Var}(\ell'_2 z) = \ell'_2 \Gamma \ell_2$$

$$= \Gamma_{2,1}$$

$$= \Gamma_{11} - 2 \Gamma_{12} + \Gamma_{22}$$

$$= \tau^2 C - 2 \tau \psi C + \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p + \tau^2 \psi^2 C$$

$$= \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p + \tau^2 (1 - \psi)^2 C$$

(4.37)
The conditional expectation of \( L_2' \ell_2 z \) given the random allocation \( L_2 \) and (4.24) is

\[
E \left[ L_2' \ell_2 z \mid L_2 \right] = L_2' \left( \mu - \mu_i - \tau (1 - \psi) \right) c
\]
\[
= L_2' \left( \Delta - \tau (1 - \psi) \right) c
\]
\[
= \Delta - \tau (1 - \psi) L_2' c
\] (4.38)

The conditional variance is

\[
Var \left[ L_2' \ell_2 z \mid L_2 \right] = L_2' \left( \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) I_p + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \delta \right) L_2
\]
\[
= \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) L_2' L_2 + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) L_2' \delta L_2
\]
\[
= \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) L_2' L_2 + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) L_2' \delta L_2
\] (4.39)

Recall that the expectation of \( L_2 \) is the zero vector and its variance is given by (4.4).

Using (4.5), (4.28), and noting that

\[
Var(L_2' c) = c' V c,
\]
\[
Var(L_2' \delta L_2) = \text{trace}(Vc) + E[L_2' \delta L_2],
\]
and \( E[L_2] = 0 \)

We thus have that

\[
Var \left[ L_2' z_2 \right] = Var \left( \Delta - \tau (1 - \psi) L_2' c \right) + E \left( \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \right) L_2' \delta L_2
\]
\[
= \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) c' V c + \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \text{trace}(V c)
\]
\[
= \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \text{trace}(V \left( c c' \right))
\]
\[
= \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) + \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \omega_p
\] (4.40)
4.3.6.2 Inference on Treatment Effect

The matrix $X_1$ is the vector of 1's and $\frac{p}{2} - 1$ indicator vectors that identify the matched-pair blocks. The vector denoted by $X_2$ consists of the observed value of $L_2$, the treatment contrast. The matrix $Q_D$, conditioned on the baseline data, is thus the perpendicular projection on the space spanned by $L_2$ orthogonalized to the span of $X$. The data for this case are pre-post differences in the ordered and induced ordered means, $\ell'_2 z$. Since $\text{Var}(\ell'_2 z) = \Gamma_{2-1} = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2)I_p + \tau^2 (1-\psi)^2 C$, then by (4.11) $\kappa = \tau^2 (1-\psi^2) + \tau^2 (1-\psi)^2 u'C u$ where the span of the unit vector $u$ equals the span of $Q_D$. Therefore $\text{SSR}_D / \kappa \sim \chi^2_{p-1}$ with non-centrality parameter $\lambda = \frac{1}{2\kappa} \mu' Q_D \mu$.

The product $Q_e \Gamma_{2-1}$ has $\frac{p}{2} - 1$ non-zero eigenvalues since $r(Q_e) = r(Q_e \Gamma_{2-1}) = \frac{p}{2} - 1$. However it can be shown that these eigenvalues are distinct when $\tau^2 (1-\psi)^2 > 0$. Thus no scalar times $Q_e \Gamma_{2-1}$ is idempotent. However, computations show that the average eigenvalue is equal to (or nearly equal to) $\kappa$ that was found in the previous paragraph. Thus $Q_e \Gamma_{2-1}$ is approximately idempotent and $\text{SSE} / \kappa$ will approximately follow a central chi-squared distribution with $\frac{p}{2} - 1$ degrees of freedom. The centrality is a result of the mean vector $\mu = X \beta$ being orthogonal to $Q_e$. 
To summarize, $SSR_D/\kappa$ follows a noncentral chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda = \frac{1}{2\kappa} \mu^T Q_D \mu$. Also $SSE/\kappa$ follows a approximate central chi-squared distribution with $\frac{p}{2} - 1$ degrees of freedom. The variables $SSR_D$ and $SSE$ are not independent since $Q_{\varepsilon} \Gamma_{2:-1} Q_D \neq 0$; however, computations show that all terms in this product are very near to zero (approximately $\leq 1E-05$) and thus they are essentially uncorrelated.

Hence the ratio $F = \frac{SSR_D/\kappa}{SSE/\left(\frac{p}{2} - 1\right)\kappa} = \frac{SSR_D}{SSE/\left(\frac{p}{2} - 1\right)}$ follows an approximate noncentral $F$ distribution with 1, $\frac{p}{2} - 1$ degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter $\lambda$. 
CHAPTER V

Cluster Randomized Trial: 6-Case Scenarios

5.1 Introduction

The methods applied to the randomized controlled trials can be extended naturally to the cluster randomized trial. Although random assignment ensures that treatment groups will be, on average, balanced across baseline values, imbalance may occur by chance. Such imbalance will be greater in cluster randomized trials because clusters are the units of randomization and they are of a relatively smaller number than the total number of sampled subjects.

Notation and the necessary assumptions for CRT pre-post designs are given in Section 2. This section also presents the variance-covariance matrix of this design. Section 3 explains how to estimate the treatment effect and find a closed form for the estimate of the treatment effect for Case 1 to Case 6.

5.2 Cluster-Randomized Pre-Post Design

Suppose the population of interest in a study consists of a large number of subjects who naturally cluster together. For example the population may be the adult primary care healthcare seekers who are affiliated with a large health system. The adults naturally cluster into patient populations of individual primary care practices. An intervention aimed at the patients by affecting a change in the practice requires that the practice
(cluster) be treated as the unit of treatment assignment and that all of the patients in each practice are exposed to the assigned treatment.

The sampling process is two-staged. First a random sample of $p$ clusters is selected from the study population. In order to adjust for differences in baseline measure, a cross-sectional sample of patients selected from each sampled cluster is used to estimate the cluster baseline outcome. Next the clusters are randomly assigned to study condition. After the intervention another cross-sectional sample of patients is selected and the posttest cluster outcome value is estimated. This design is summarized in Figure 5.1

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{cluster_diagram}
\caption{Cluster Parameters, Variation, and Time 1/2 Correlation}
\end{figure}

The variance between population cluster means is denoted by $\tau^2$. Given a cluster, the variance between subjects within a cluster is denoted by $\sigma^2$. If a subject is taken at
random from the full population, then the (total) variance of the measure is $\tau^2 + \sigma^2$. This may be shown with an application of (3.3):

$$E(y|cluster) = x$$
$$Var(y|cluster) = \sigma^2$$

$$Var(y) = Var(E(y|cluster)) + E(Var(y|cluster)) = \tau^2 + \sigma^2$$ (5.1)

The variance of the within cluster sample mean can be found in similar fashion:

$$Var(\bar{y}) = \tau^2 + \sigma^2 \times \frac{1}{n_j}$$ (5.2)

where $n_j$ is the within cluster sample size at time $j$ (=1,2). Note that the inclusion of $\tau^2$ in (5.2) is predicated on the fact that clusters are chosen at random. If a set of clusters are purposely chosen (same set every time the experiment is—conceptually—repeated) or if all of the clusters are chosen, then $\tau^2$ is dropped from (5.2).

A common measure of the relative degree of between cluster variation is the (induced) intracluster correlation (ICC). Defined as

$$\rho = \frac{\tau^2}{\tau^2 + \sigma^2}$$ (5.3)

the ICC is the proportion of total variance explained by the between cluster variation.

Note that

$$\tau^2 = (\tau^2 + \sigma^2)\rho$$
$$\sigma^2 = (\tau^2 + \sigma^2)(1 - \rho)$$ (5.4)
Substituting (5.4) into (5.2) the variance of the sample mean is given by

\[ \text{Var}(\bar{y}) = \frac{\tau^2 + \sigma^2}{n_j} (1 + (n_j - 1) \rho) \]  

(5.5)

The term \((1 + (n_j - 1) \rho)\) is called the design effect or the variance inflation factor. If \(n_j\) subjects are sampled at random from the full population then the variance of the sample mean would be given by \(\frac{\tau^2 + \sigma^2}{n_j}\). The design effect shows how the variance is inflated due to the fact that the sampling design samples clusters first and then patients within clusters.

For this work it is assumed that no inherent correlation exists between subjects within the same cluster. However, because the clusters are randomly sampled at the first stage, a correlation is induced on the subjects within a cluster. Given the clusters are randomly sampled, the covariance between two subjects in the same cluster is \(\tau^2\). The (total) variance of the measure from a subject within the cluster is \(\tau^2 + \sigma^2\) (5.1). The proportion of total variance explained by the variance between two subjects in the same cluster is thus \(\frac{\tau^2}{\tau^2 + \sigma^2}\). Note that this is the (induced) intracluster correlation, ICC, as previously defined in (5.3).

The results in the paragraph above can be shown using a generalization of (3.3):

\[ \text{Cov}(y_i, y_j) = \text{E}\left(\text{Cov}(y_i, y_j|\text{cluster})\right) + \text{Cov}\left(\text{E}\left(y_i|\text{cluster}\right), \text{E}\left(y_j|\text{cluster}\right)\right) \]  

\[ \text{(5.6)} \]
Assume that \((y_i, y_j)\) is a pair of observations drawn from the same cluster. Given the cluster, these observations are independent and both have (conditional) expectation equal to the cluster mean, say \(x\). Thus
\[
\text{Cov}(y_i, y_j) = \text{Cov}(x, x) = \text{Var}(x) = \tau^2
\]
In similar fashion the covariance between cluster means at time 1 and 2 can be expressed. Denote the sample mean for the \(i^{th}\) cluster at time \(j\) as \(\bar{y}_i\). Using (5.6) and noting that, given the cluster, the means at the two time points are independent,
\[
\text{Cov}(\bar{y}_{i1}, \bar{y}_{i2}) = \text{Cov}(x_1, x_2) = \tau^2 \psi
\]
(5.7)

In summary we assume the cluster sample means are normally distributed
\[
\bar{y}_i \sim N\left(\mu_i, \tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n_i\right); \quad i = 1, \ldots, p; \quad j = 1, 2
\]
\[
\text{Cov}(\bar{y}_i, \bar{y}_{i'}) = \begin{cases} 
\tau^2 \psi & \text{if } i = i' \text{ and } j \neq j' \\
0 & \text{if } i \neq i'
\end{cases}
\]

Furthermore we define two terms.

1. The variance of the cluster sample mean at time \(j\): \(\sigma_j^2 = \tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n_j\) and

2. The correlation between cluster sample means at time 1 and 2: \(\lambda_{12} = \frac{\tau^2 \psi}{\sigma_1 \sigma_2}\).
5.3 Variance of Treatment Effect for the Six Cases

In this section the variances associated with the six cases developed in Chapter IV will be modified to reflect the parameters of the CRT. Basically certain substitutions are made into the Chapter IV formulas. For each time point the variance, \( \tau^2 \), used in the RCT is replaced with \( \sigma_j^2 \), \( \psi \) is replaced with \( \lambda_{12} \), and the sample size \( n \) is replaced with \( n_j \).

5.3.1 Case 1: Posttest Data With No Matching

Only the time 2 variance is involved, thus simple substitution using (4.12) yields

\[
Var = \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2
\]

(5.8)

5.3.2 Case 2: Posttest Data, Baseline as Covariable, No Matching

The conditional covariance matrix, with the substitutions, becomes

\[
\Sigma_{2,1} = \Sigma_{22} - \Sigma_{21} \Sigma_{11}^{-1} \Sigma_{12}
\]

\[
= \sigma_2^2 I_p - \left( \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \lambda_{12} I_p \right) \left( \sigma_1^2 I_p \right) \left( \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \lambda_{12} I_p \right)
\]

\[
= \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) I_p
\]

(5.9)

Thus the variance is given by

\[
Var = \ell' \Sigma_{2,1} \ell,
\]

\[
= \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right)
\]

(5.10)

5.3.3 Case 3: Pre-Post Difference, No Matching

The variance of the pre-post differences, with the substitutions, is
\[ \text{Var}(\ell_2, y) = \ell_2 \Sigma \ell_2 \]
\[ = \Sigma_{2-1} \]
\[ = \Sigma_{11} - 2\Sigma_{12} + \Sigma_{22} \]
\[ = \sigma^2 \psi I_p - 2\tau^2 \psi I_p + \sigma^2 \psi \]
\[ = 2\tau^2 (1 - \psi) + \sigma^2 \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} \right) \]

Thus the variance is given by

\[ \text{Var} = \text{Var}(\ell_i, \ell_j, y) \]
\[ = \frac{8}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi) + \frac{4}{p} \sigma^2 \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} \right) \tag{5.11} \]

### 5.3.4 Case 4: Posttest Data With Matching

In the conditional expectations of (4.25) and (4.26), the variance terms referred to the time 2 period. Therefore with simple substitutions we get the variance to be

\[ \text{Var} = \frac{4}{p} \sigma^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) + p\sigma^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \omega_p \tag{5.12} \]

### 5.3.5 Case 5: Posttest Data, Baseline as Covariable, With Matching

The conditional covariance matrix, with substitutions, is the same as the results in (5.9).

Thus with substitutions, the conditional variance is

\[ \text{Var}_{\text{conditional}} = \lambda_{12}^2 z'_i \nu z_i + \frac{4}{p} \sigma^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) \tag{5.13} \]

Recall that the expected conditional variance for Case 5 is the same as the variance for Case 4. Therefore the expected conditional variance is given by
\[ \text{Var}_{\text{expected conditional}} = \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) + p \sigma_2^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \omega_p \]  

(5.14)

### 5.3.6 Case 6: Pre-Post Differences With Matching

The expectation of the pre-post differences, with substitutions is

\[ E(\ell'_2 z) = \mu_2 + \sigma_2 \lambda_{12} c - \mu_1 - \sigma_1 c \]
\[ = \mu_2 - \mu_1 - (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2) c \]  

(5.15)

The variance of the pre-post differences, with substitutions, is

\[ \text{Var}(\ell'_2 z) = \ell'_2 \Gamma \ell_2 \]
\[ = \Gamma_{2-1} \]
\[ = \Gamma_{11} - 2 \Gamma_{12} + \Gamma_{22} \]
\[ = \sigma_1^2 C - 2 \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \lambda_{12} C + \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) I_\rho + \sigma_2^2 \lambda_{12}^2 C \]
\[ = \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) I_\rho + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 C \]  

(5.16)

The conditional expectation of \( L'_2 \ell'_2 z \) given the random allocation \( L_2 \) and (4.22) is

\[ E[ L'_2 \ell'_2 z | L_2 ] = L'_2 \left( \mu_2 - \mu_1 - (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2) c \right) \]
\[ = L'_2 \left( \Delta \delta - (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2) c \right) \]
\[ = \Delta - (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2) c L'_2 \]  

(5.17)

The conditional variance is

\[ \text{Var} \left[ L'_2 \ell'_2 z | L_2 \right] = L'_2 \left( \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) I_\rho + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 C \right) L_2 \]
\[ = \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) L'_2 L_2 + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 L'_2 CL_2 \]
\[ = \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 \left( 1 - \lambda_{12}^2 \right) + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 L'_2 CL_2 \]  

(5.18)

Using (4.5) and (4.28) we thus have that
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Var} &= \text{Var} \left( \Delta - (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2) eL_2 e \right) + E \left( \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 (L_2' C L_2) \right) \\
&= (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 e' V e + \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 \text{trace} (V C) \\
&= \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 \text{trace} \left( V \left( C + e e' \right) \right) \\
&= \frac{4}{p} \sigma_2^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + p (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 \omega_p
\end{align*} \]

Thus the variance is given by using (4.38) and (5.14) in (4.40)

\[ \text{Var} = \frac{4}{p} \left[ \sigma_2^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + (\sigma_1 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2)^2 \omega_p \right] \] (5.19)
CHAPTER VI

Results

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter results are presented of various comparisons aimed at uncovering which of the six cases yields the smallest treatment effect variance and the higher power. Focus begins on the variance of the estimated treatment effect and comparison of the classic cases, 1-3. Two approaches are taken, one from the point of view of an analyst who has been presented with collected data and the other from the point of view of a consultant who is giving advice on which design (case) to use. The key difference is that the consultant may decide about using a pre-post design or a post only design and allocate resources accordingly.

We next consider changes in the variance when adding paired blocking to the design. Here we compare Cases 1 to 4, 2 to 5, and 3 to 6 by computing the difference in variance and the conditions for which one case has the smaller variance. While the variance may be less for a given case, the difference may be small. The size of the
variance affects the magnitude of the power to detect treatment differences, but the degrees of freedom also play a role. We compare the power of selected cases under varying assumptions and sample sizes.

Lastly we explore for Cases 2-6 the optimal allocation of within cluster sample size across the two time points. The optimal allocation is different from case to case. Under optimal allocation we again compare the variance to discover if the relationships found earlier still hold.

6.2 Comparison of Cases 1, 2, and 3

Cluster randomized trials often employ only limited number of clusters as a unit of assignment. Thus the known methods such as matching, stratification, pre-post differences, and adjustment for covariates can be used to improve the efficiency of design. In this section we consider only completely randomized trials (not matched cases) and focus on most common methods found in literature. We first take a random sample of clusters and randomize these clusters to treatment and control. A random sample of subjects is selected from each cluster and baseline measures are collected. The treatment
is applied and we collect post-intervention measures. Thus we have the data from CRT with pre-post design to analyze.

Our question is what is the best way to analyze these data? We compare three methods on the variance of the estimated treatment effect. As a reminder, the three cases, which are the most common methods found in the literature, are:

Case 1: post data alone

Case 2: post data with adjustment for baseline as a covariate

Case 3: difference of pre-post measures

First, consider Case 1—post data only. The major weakness of this approach is that the baseline data are ignored. Any variation not attributable to study conditions is left to residual error. Case 1 will lead to a comparatively large variance of treatment-control contrasts and less power.

Second, Case 2 is an adjusted analysis where the collection of baseline cluster means is used as a covariate to improve the precision of the estimate of the treatment effect. This method differs from the Case 1 (unadjusted analysis) by addition of baseline measures as a covariate and by the loss of one degree of freedom. The post-intervention
cluster means are adjusted by regression on their baseline means. These adjusted observations will generally have a smaller variance than the unadjusted observations.

Third, Case 3 deals with differences of pre-post measures. These differences are contrasted between the treatment group relative to the control group—a net difference of differences—to assess the treatment effect. Murray (1998) asserts that this analysis often has less power than either Case 1 or Case 2 analysis. The degrees of freedom for condition is the same as Case 1 but the treatment effect in this analysis involves a net difference (difference of differences).

6.2.1 Comparison of Variances between Cases 1, 2 and 3

The analytic differences in variances between Cases 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Table 6.1. We first assume that $n_1$ subjects have been sampled for each cluster and that baseline data have been collected. The sample size collected post-intervention is $n_2$. Recall from Chapter 5, equations (5.6)-(5.9) that the variances for Cases 1-3 are:

Case 1: $\frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2$, where $\sigma_i^2 = \tau^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{n_2}$.

Case 2: $\frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2(1 - \lambda_{i2}^2)$, where $\lambda_{i2} = \frac{\tau \psi}{\sigma_i \sigma_2}$.

Case 3: $\frac{4}{p} \left[ \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_2^2 - 2 \tau \psi \right]$, where $\sigma_i^2 = \tau^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{n_i}$.
Table 6.1: Differences in Variances between Cases 1, 2, and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 versus 2</td>
<td>$-\frac{4}{p}\sigma_2^2\lambda_{12}^2 \leq 0$</td>
<td>Case 2 variance is smaller when $\lambda_{12} \neq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 versus 3</td>
<td>$\frac{4}{p}[\lambda_1^2 \lambda_2^2 + \sigma_2^2\lambda_{12}(1-\lambda_{12})] &gt; 0$</td>
<td>Case 2 variance is smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 versus 3</td>
<td>$\sigma_1^2 - 2\tau^2\psi$</td>
<td>Case 3 variance is smaller when $\psi &gt; \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\sigma^2}{2n_1\tau^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly Case 2 has the smallest variance. Details of the comparisons follow.

6.2.1.1 Case 1 versus Case 2

The variance for Case 2 is always less than for Case 1 since the difference $-\frac{4}{p}\sigma_2^2\lambda_{12}^2$ is negative. As expected, this difference diminishes when the correlation is small.

6.2.1.2 Case 1 versus Case 3

The variance for Case 3 is not always an improvement over Case 1. The variance of a difference involves the sum of the variances of the two components which must be overcome via the correlation. Here the correlation must be such that $\psi > \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\sigma^2}{2n_1\tau^2}$. This formula can be rewritten in terms of the ICC, $\rho$ : $\psi > \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1-\rho}{2n_1\rho}$. With small ICC, the
correlation must be large to overcome the sum of the variances. Since the correlation is bounded above by 1, it can be seen that when \( \rho \) is less than \( \frac{1}{n_i + 1} \) the variance for Case 1 will be no larger than the variance for Case 3. When \( \rho \) is close to but above this value then \( \psi \) must be very large (close to 1) to make the variance for Case 3 less than for Case 1.

6.2.1.3 Case 2 versus Case 3

The variance of Case 2 is always less than for Case 3. The difference

\[ \frac{4}{p} \left[ (\sigma_1 - \lambda_1 \sigma_2)^2 + \sigma_2^2 \lambda_1 (1 - \lambda_1) \right] \]

is positive, though will be small when the correlation is near 1.

6.2.2 Discussion

In summary we found, as expected, that Case 2 has a smaller variance than Case 1 and Case 3. Also for sufficiently large correlation, Case 3 will have a smaller variance than Case 1. Case 2 and Case 3 are similar for large correlation. For Case 2, the improvement in variance could be offset by an extra degree of freedom, but with the adequate sample...
size, this should not make a difference. These results are consistent with other earlier studies (i.e. Murray, 1998 p 143).

Intuitively, we are saying that the time 1 and 2 measures have to be highly correlated in order for an analysis which uses the time 1 data to be an improvement over Case 1. Note that for both Cases 2 and 3 the correlation \( \nu \) comes into play through the product \( r^2 \nu \). Thus for the improvement to reduce the variance, there must exist a non-negligible variation between clusters relative to the variation within clusters. Note that the relative variation (between clusters versus within clusters) is represented by \( \rho \) (\( \rho \) is a function of this relative variance). The larger \( \rho \), the greater the relative variance.

There may be situations where collecting baseline data is not feasible. Then—among three cases—Case 1 is the only choice.

6.2.3 Preferred Analysis from the Design Stage

In the preceding discussion it was given that both baseline data and posttest data were collected. Ignoring the baseline data by performing a Case 1 analysis was not recommended.
Suppose now that a consultant is to propose some guidelines for selecting a design that has obvious merit in being able to identify the optimal design among these three cases. Case 2 or Case 3 may not be always the best approach. If the baseline data is not required, then all resources could be put into collecting posttest data. So while Cases 2 and 3 must be compared with part of the data being collected at baseline, Case 1 may have all data collected post test. For further clarity, denote the full sample as \( N (= n_1 + n_2) \).

Then the variances for Cases 1-3 are:

Case 1: \( \frac{4}{p} \left( \frac{\sigma^2}{N} + \tau^2 \right) \)

Case 2: \( \frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}) \), where \( \lambda_{12} = \frac{\tau^2 \psi}{\sigma_i \sigma_2} \) and \( \sigma_i^2 = \tau^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{n_i} \).

Case 3: \( \frac{4}{p} \left[ \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_2^2 - 2\tau^2 \psi \right] \)
Table 6.2: Differences in Variances: Comparing Case 1 with Cases 2 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 versus 2 (1-2) | $\frac{4}{p} \left[ \frac{n_2 - (1 - \lambda_2^2)N}{Nn_2} \sigma^2 + \tau^2 \lambda_2^2 \right]$ | Case 2 variance is smaller when $\psi^2 \geq \frac{\sigma_1^2 \sigma_2^2 n_1 \sigma^2}{\tau^4 N (\sigma^2 + n_2 \tau^2)}$  
If $n_1 = n_2 = n$, then $\psi \geq \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{2(1+nR)}{nR}}$,  
where $R = \frac{\rho}{1-\rho}$ |
| 1 versus 3 (1-3) | $\frac{4}{p} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{N} - \frac{1}{n_1} - \frac{1}{n_2} \right) \sigma^2 - \tau^2 (1-2\psi) \right]$ | Case 3 variance is smaller when $\psi > \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{n_1} - \frac{1}{n_2} - \frac{1}{N} \frac{1}{2R}$  
If $n_1 = n_2 = n$, then $\psi \geq \frac{3}{4nR} + \frac{1}{2}$ |

6.2.3.1 Case 1 versus Case 2

The difference between the variances for Cases 1 and 2 can be shown to be

$$\frac{4}{p} \left[ \frac{n_2 - (1 - \lambda_2^2)N}{Nn_2} \sigma^2 + \tau^2 \lambda_2^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

For this to be a positive value, which implies Case 2 variance to be smaller than Case 1, the following must hold

$$\psi^2 \geq \frac{\sigma_1^2 \sigma_2^2 n_1 \sigma^2}{\tau^4 N (\sigma^2 + n_2 \tau^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)
To facilitate understanding, consider the special case when \( n_1 = n_2 = n \). Thus

\[
\sigma_1^2 = \sigma_2^2 = \sigma_2^2 = \frac{\sigma^2}{n} + \tau^2.
\]

Then (6.2) can be simplified as

\[
\psi \geq \frac{1}{2} \frac{\sqrt{2(1 + n\mathcal{R})}}{n\mathcal{R}}
\]  

(6.3)

where \( \mathcal{R} = \frac{\rho}{1 - \rho} = \frac{\tau^2}{\sigma^2} \) is the ratio of the between and within cluster variances.

Since the correlation is bounded above by 1, then, with some algebra, it can be shown that Case 2 cannot have a smaller variance than Case 1 unless \( \rho > \frac{1}{n + 1} \) and (6.3) holds.

6.2.3.2 Case 1 versus Case 3

The difference between the variances for Cases 1 and 3 can be shown to be

\[
\frac{4}{\rho} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{N} - \frac{1}{n_1} - \frac{1}{n_2} \right) \sigma^2 - \tau^2 (1 - 2\psi) \right]
\]  

(6.4)

For this to be a positive value, which implies Case 3 variance to be smaller than Case 1, the following must hold

\[
\psi > \frac{1}{2\tau^2} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} - \frac{1}{N} \right) \sigma^2 + \tau^2 \right] = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} - \frac{1}{N} \right) \frac{1}{2\mathcal{R}}
\]  

(6.5)

Consider the special case when \( n_1 = n_2 = n \). Then (6.5) can be simplified as

\[
\psi \geq \frac{3}{4n\mathcal{R}} + \frac{1}{2}
\]  

(6.6)
Since the correlation is bounded above by 1, then, with some algebra, it can be shown that Case 3 cannot have a smaller variance than Case 1 unless \( \rho > \frac{3}{2n+3} \) and (6.6) holds.

6.2.4 Summary

In summary we considered two scenarios: (i) perform the Case 1 analysis given that we have collected the baseline data and the time two sample size is fixed as is or (ii) we are in the design phase and may decide to put all of our resources into the post-intervention data collection and use a Case 1 analysis or collect some baseline data and use one of the other analyses. In the first scenario Case 2 is the best choice, in terms of variance. However in the second scenario a smaller variance may be achieved with Case 1 unless the correlation is sufficiently large.

6.3 Comparison of Variances between Cases With and Without Matching

The purpose of pair-matching in the design of a CRT is to improve the power for detecting treatment effects. Matching is achieved by sorting the clusters on the baseline means, creating pairs of clusters having adjacent baseline means, and randomizing to treatment or control within the cluster pair. We then may use one of the three analyses
previously described. In the discussion that follows the comparison of cases with and without matching, specifically Cases 1-4, 2-5, 3-6, will be presented.

The variances for Cases 1-6 are shown below in Table 6.3:

Table 6.3: The Variances for Cases 4-6

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Case 1} & \quad \frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 \\
\text{No matching} & \quad \text{Case 2} \quad \frac{4}{p} \left[ \sigma_i^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) \right] \\
& \quad \text{Case 3} \quad \frac{4}{p} \left[ \left( \frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2} \right) \sigma^2 + 2 \tau^2 (1 - \psi) \right] = \frac{4}{p} \left[ \sigma_i^2 + \sigma_i^2 - 2 \tau^2 \psi \right] \\
& \quad \text{Case 4} \quad \frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + p \sigma_i^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \omega_p, \quad \text{where} \quad \omega_p = \frac{\text{trace}[V(C + cc')]}{p} \\
\text{Matching} & \quad \text{Case 5}^\dagger \quad \frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + p \sigma_i^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \omega_p \\
& \quad \text{Case 6} \quad \frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 (1 - \lambda_{12}^2) + p (\sigma_i - \lambda_{12} \sigma_i)^2 \omega_p
\end{align*}
\]

\(^\dagger\) The expected conditional variance is shown for Case 5

Table 6.4: Differences in Variances between Cases 1-4, 2-5, and 3-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 versus 4 (1-4)</td>
<td>(\frac{4}{p} \sigma_i^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{p^2}{4} \omega_p \right] &gt; 0)</td>
<td>Case 4 variance is smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 versus 5 (2-5)</td>
<td>(-p \sigma_i^2 \lambda_{12}^2 \omega_p &lt; 0)</td>
<td>Case 2 variance is smaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 versus 6 (3-6)</td>
<td>(\frac{4}{p} (\sigma_i - \lambda_{12} \sigma_i)^2 (1 - p \omega_p) &gt; 0)</td>
<td>Case 6 variance is smaller</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.1 Post data only: Case 1 and Case 4

Case 1 is focused only on post data with no adjustment for baseline measures. Case 4 incorporates pairwise matching using baseline as the matching variable. Does matching help? The difference between Case 4 and Case 1 variances is given by

\[
\frac{4}{p} \sigma^2 \lambda^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{p^2}{4} \omega_p \right]
\]

(6.7)

The quantity \( \omega_p \) is a function of the sum of second moments of the differences in adjacent standard normal order statistics. As such it is a small positive value that converges to zero as \( p \) increases. The factor \( 1 - \frac{p^2}{4} \omega_p \) in (6.7) converges to 1 from below as \( p \) increases. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 for \( p=2,\ldots, 50 \) by 2. Thus (6.7) is positive which implies that the variance of Case 4 is smaller than the variance of Case 1. Note that this comparison assumes equal sample size for the matched and unmatched. However 'cost' would not be the same though, because matching requires a baseline assessment.
Figure 1: Functions of $\omega_p$ by $p$ 

\[ f(1) = 1 - \frac{p^2}{4} \omega_p \quad f(2) = 1 - \omega_p \]

6.3.2 Post Data with Baseline as Covariable: Case 2 and Case 5

Another way of adjusting for baseline to improve the power of the test is to use the baseline cluster means as a covariable. Case 2 adopts this method and Case 5 incorporates both matching and adjusting for baseline. Does matching in addition to adjusting decrease the variance? The difference between Case 5 and Case 2 variances is given by

\[ -p\sigma_1^2 \lambda_2^2 \omega_p \]

(6.8)
This value is negative which implies that the variance of Case 5 is larger than the variance of Case 2.

6.3.3 Pre-post differences: Case 3 and Case 6

Both Cases 3 and 6 analyze the differences in cluster means between two time points. The difference between the two methods is that Case 6 incorporates additional pair-wise matching. The difference between Case 6 and Case 3 variances is given by

\[
\frac{A}{p} (\sigma_1^2 - \lambda_{12} \sigma_2^2)(1 - p\omega_p) \tag{6.9}
\]

The factor \(1 - p\omega_p\) in (6.9) converges to 1 from below as \(p\) increases. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 for \(p=2,\ldots,50\) by 2. Thus (6.9) is positive which implies that the variance of Case 6 is smaller than the variance of Case 3.

For the comparison between Case 4 and case 5, the difference is

\[
\frac{\sigma_{12}^2}{\sigma_1^2} \left[ E[z'|Vz_i - \sigma_1^2 \text{trace}[V(C + cc')]] \right].
\]

This is a random variable since it depends on the baseline measures \(z_1\). Notice also that \(E[z'|Vz_i]\) is \(\sigma_1^2 \text{trace}[V(C + cc')]\). Thus we use the expected conditional variance for Case 5, then variances in Case 4 and 5 are the same.
6.3.4 Discussion of Variance Comparisons

Blocking helps to control the variation between clusters. If the variation between clusters is relatively small (ICC is small) then blocking may have little effect in reducing the variance. Even if the ICC is relatively large, we must have a ‘significantly’ large correlation between the time 1 and time 2 measures in order for any method that adjusts for baseline to effectively reduce the variance. This is seen more readily by looking at the variance between clusters relative to the variance of a cluster mean; that is, \( \tau^2 \) relative to (divided by) \( \tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n \). When \( n \) is large (approaches infinity) then this variance converges to \( \tau^2 \) and the ratio to 1. When \( n \) is small, the second component \( (\sigma^2 / n) \) is a significant portion of \( \tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n \). The effect of the correlation can be expressed in some fashion for all of the cases in comparison to Case 1. For example, in comparing Case 2 to Case 1, look at the variance term for Case 2: \( (\tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n)(1 - \lambda_{i2}^2) \). Small \( n \) makes the second term, \( (1 - \lambda_{i2}^2) \), larger because \( \lambda_{i2} = \frac{\tau}{\tau^2 + \sigma^2 / n} \psi = \frac{n \rho}{1 + (n - 1) \rho} \psi \) monotonically converges to \( \psi \) in \( n \). This reduces the effect of the correlation \( \psi \) even when it is large.

We need large \( \psi \), large ICC \( (\rho) \), and large \( n \) for Case 2 to have a lower variance in the cluster case such requirements will lead to an inflated design effect. This seems counter to conventional recommendations. Donner (2000) and others purport that
in a CRT a small design effect is desired. Thus one should have small sample sizes within clusters, small ICC, and a large number of clusters. The latter is the key. With a large number of clusters (large $p$) the variance is greatly reduced for each case. When the ICC is small, the between cluster variation is relatively small and thus it is less important to control it. However when the ICC is small, the within cluster variation is relatively large (relative to the between variation) and an increased sample size within cluster is advantageous.

In subject case (RCT), the difference of variance between Case 1 and Case 2 is 

\[
\frac{4}{p} \tau^2 - \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 (1 - \psi^2) = \frac{4}{p} \tau^2 \psi^2 > 0.
\]

Variance for Case 1 is always larger than variance for Case 2. However in the cluster case (CRT) the magnitude of the variance depends on additional parameters and no case is globally the optimal one.

6.4 Power of test

Previously we explored our six cases by making comparisons between them in terms of variance. In addition the comparison between six cases can be re-examined from the point of the power of a test. For an illustration we set several different values for each parameter ($N$, $p$, $\psi$ and $\rho$) involved in CRT and see how these parameter values are
related to each other and also effect the power of the test. We here present four schemes that have the most prominent features. Assuming total sample size is fixed at 1000, 500 per study period, we consider number of clusters (p) of 10 and 50 for the two different RCT settings. Then number of subjects in each cluster, where p=10 and 50, would be 50 and 10 respectively. We set the total variance to one, thus making $\tau^2 + \sigma^2 = 1$ and $\rho = \tau^2$. We consider correlation ($\psi$) between two time points of 0.2 (low) and 0.8 (high). Correlation within cluster ($\rho$) of 0.01 (low) and 0.1 (relatively high) is also considered.

To view the effect of allocating all sample size resources to time 2, we divide Case 1 into two parts. Case 1A has the same time 2 sample size as the other cases. Case 1B pools all the sample size resources into time 2. To summarize the preceding information, Table 6.5 below assigns labels to the four notable schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$\psi$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>Figure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.2 Power Curves for 7 case scenarios assuming $p=10 \ N=50 \ \rho = 0.01 \ \psi = 0.2$

The power curves in descending order correspond to Cases 1B, 1A, 2, 4, 6, 3, and 5. This has low correlation between measures in two time points ($\psi = 0.2$) and low correlation within cluster ($\rho = 0.01$), which means $\tau^2$ (variation between clusters) is small. The quantity $1 - A^2 = 0.995$ and thus there is essentially no correction to the Case 1 variance due to correlation between time 1 and 2. Since Case 2 has $p - 3 = 7$ degrees of freedom, one less than Case 1, then Case 2’s power is diminished relative to Case 1. The variances for Cases 4-6 will be similar to Case 2 but these cases have lost even more degrees of
freedom (Case 4; df=4, Case 5; df=3, Case 6; df=4). Case 1B takes advantage of \( \sigma^2 \) being the dominating variance component and large \( N=100 \) that effectively controls \( \sigma^2 \).

Note that the variances in 1A and 1B are

\[
\frac{4}{p} \left( \tau^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{n_2} \right) = \frac{4\tau^2}{p} + \frac{\sigma^2}{500}
\]

and

\[
\frac{4}{p} \left( \tau^2 + \frac{\sigma^2}{N} \right) = \frac{4\tau^2}{p} + \frac{\sigma^2}{1000}
\]

respectively. Thus the power is altered only through changes in \( p \) and \( \tau^2 \).

**Figure 6.3** Power Curves for 7 case scenarios assuming \( \rho=50 \) \( N=10 \) \( \rho = 0.01 \) \( \psi = 0.2 \)

The power curves in descending order correspond to Cases 1B, 1A, 2, 4, 6, 5, and 3, though only 1B and 3 stand out. This has low correlation between measures in two time
points \( (\psi = 0.2) \) and low correlation within cluster \( (\rho = 0.01) \), which means \( \tau^2 \) (variation between clusters) is small. The quantity \( 1 - \lambda^2_{12} = 0.9997 \) and thus there is essentially no correction to the Case 1 variance. Compared with panel A, each variance will decrease due to the increase in \( p \). This in turn increases power over all. With relatively large \( p \) we know that the variances of Cases 2, 4, 5, and 6 are essentially the same. Also since \( p \) is large the difference in degrees of freedom has little effect on the power. Thus the curves for these cases coincide. Recall that Case 3 contains the sum of the variance from the two time points. Since the correlation is small, there is little to offset this sum. Thus the variance for Case 3 is larger than the other cases and the power curve is diminished.
Figure 6.4 Power Curves for 7 case scenarios assuming $p=10, N=50, \rho = 0.1, \psi = 0.8$

The power curves in descending order correspond to Cases 2, 3, 6, 4, 1B, 1A, and 5, though Cases 2 and 3 are very close. This has high correlation between measures in two time points (0.8) and relatively high correlation within cluster ($\rho = 0.10$), which means $\tau^2$ (variation between clusters) is relatively large. The quantity $1 - \lambda_{12}^2 = 0.54$ corresponds to an almost 50% reduction in the Case 1 variance. Compared with panel A, each variance will increase some due to the increase in the relative value of $\tau^2$. This in turn decreases the power over all. Since the correlation is large, Case 3’s variance is
greatly reduced, though it is still somewhat higher than Case 2’s variance. However, Case 2 has 7 degrees of freedom compared to 8 degrees of freedom for Case 3. Thus the power curves for these two cases are very close. It appears that Case 5 falls the others due to only having small degrees of freedom (df=3).

![Power Curves for 7 case scenarios assuming ρ=50 N=10 ρ = 0.1 υ = 0.8](image)

**Figure 6.5** Power Curves for 7 case scenarios assuming ρ=50 N=10 ρ = 0.1 υ = 0.8

The power curves in descending order correspond to Cases 1B, 2, 4, 5, (1A=6), and 3. This has high correlation between measures in two time points (0.8) and relatively high correlation within cluster (ρ = 0.10), which means $\tau^2$ (variation between clusters) is relatively large. The quantity $1 - \lambda_{12}^2 = 0.82$ corresponds to an almost 20% reduction in
the Case 1 variance, higher than in Panel C but much less than in Panels A and B.

Compared with panel C, each variance will decrease some due to the increase in the $p$.

This in turn increases the power over all.
CHAPTER VII

Conclusion and Discussion

7.1 Summary of Work

Over the last two decades increased attention has been given to identifying appropriate methods for the design and analysis of cluster randomized trials. There are certain characteristics that distinguish the CRT from the more familiar RCT:

i) Clusters are formed not at random but rather through some type of connection among their members.

ii) Unit of analysis is a cluster and the unit of observation is a cluster member.

iii) Unit of assignment is a cluster. Different clusters are assigned to each study condition.

iv) Commonly only a limited number of clusters are assigned to each study condition.

These characteristics create complexity for this design and the methods required for CRTs are not as simple as those required for RCTs.

A number of papers have appeared presenting general comparisons of analytic methods and methodological issues involved in CRTs. Recent books on the design and
analysis of CRTs have offered a comprehensive overview of relevant methods. After conducting a thorough literature search and recognizing much of the recent development of methodology, some doubts about these methods still remain. General explanations about possible solutions can be found in various articles and books but they fail to provide details about assertive evidence or analytically proven results.

In this work our focus was on a pre-post CRT design. Our primary aim was to improve the efficiency of the test when there is significant variation between clusters relative to within cluster variance. During the design of the VCU vital sign study (see Chapter 1), the motivation for this work, a literature review of previous studies suggested wide variation between clusters. The researchers speculated that pair-matching on the baseline outcome measures would help to control for unmeasured covariates and reduce the variance of the treatment/control contrast. We investigated the performance of the most commonly used RCT methods adapted for a CRT pre-post design both with and without pair-matching. In order to have a clear understanding of fundamentals, we formulated the explicit terms of the variance estimate of treatment effect for each of six scenarios (Case 1—Case 6) and confirmed our results via simulation. We also computed and compared the power under varying conditions.
Details of our results are summarized in section 7.3 where we discuss recommendations for experimental design and analysis. In general we found that using the baseline means as a covariable provided the best control of the variance and the best power to detect differences in treatment and control effects. Pair-matching did not improve upon this method.

7.2 Contributions

We see three major contributions derived from this work.

- We derived the true variance structure of the treatment contrast when pair-matching is added to the classical design and analysis methods.

- The six cases were compared based on true variances and (approximate or true) power.

- Given the assumptions and limitations (see section 7.4), theory-based recommendations (see section 7.3) are given concerning the design and analysis of CRTs.
7.3 Recommendations

Our attention was given to incorporating baseline data in the analysis and the design of a CRT in order to reduce the variance of the treatment contrast. We approached this issue from the data analysis point of view assuming data was already collected. In addition, we approached this issue from the view of the design stage (prior to data collection). We considered well known methods, such as adjustment for baseline as a covariate (Case 2) and analysis of differences of pre and post measures (Case 3). For the comparison, the unadjusted data analysis (post data only: Case 1) was regarded as well. Explicit forms of the estimate of variance for each case were formulated, compared and tested via analytical approach. Power curves were computed and compared.

Based on the results of this study, we make recommendations given we are consulted at the design phase and recommendations given we are consulted after the data are collected.

7.3.1 Recommendations at the Design Phase

Suppose that we are approached by a research who wished to design a CRT. Questions relevant to our work include the choice of pre-post data collection versus post only. If
baseline data are collected, then should pair-matching be used? Should one also view the baseline mean as a covariate, analyze pre-post differences, or do neither?

Our results show that if there is low correlation between the two cluster measures or if the between cluster variance is small then we achieve the highest power by allocating all sample resources to the post intervention period. That is, the most powerful analysis is to collect only post intervention data and conduct a completely randomized trial (Case 1).

If there is moderate to high correlation or if there is moderate to high between cluster variance, then it is worthwhile to collect baseline data. The most powerful analysis is to conduct a completely randomized trial and use the baseline means as a covariable (Case 2).

7.3.2 Recommendations Post Data Collection

Now suppose that a researcher comes to use with data in hand from a CRT. The researcher collected baseline data as well as post intervention data. In the two scenarios below, the research either did or did not use pair-matching on baseline prior to randomization.
7.3.2.1 Data Collection Without Pair-Matching

The research used a completely randomized design with pre and post intervention data. We are asked how the baseline data should be used. Our answer is based on the comparison of Cases 1-3. Case 2 has the best power and the smallest treatment contrast variance. Thus we recommend that the baseline means be used as a covariable in the analysis of the treatment contrast.

7.3.2.2 Data Collection With Pair-Matching

The researcher collected the baseline data, sorted the clustered on their baseline means, paired the clusters into matched groups, and then within each group randomized clusters to treatment or control. Our recommendation on the choice of analysis is based on the comparison of Cases 4-6. Case 6 has a lower variance and a higher power than Case 4 only when the correlation between time points is sufficiently greater that 0.5. Case 5’s expected variance is the same as Case 4, but for a given realization of the baseline data, the variance may be smaller or larger. Given that Case 5 has one less degree of freedom for error and that for some realizations of the baseline data the variance is larger than the
Case 4 variance, we recommend that Case 4 be used when the correlation is low and Case be used when the correlation is high.

7.4 Limitations

Several limitations of our study and results exist. We will summarize them here.

The matched-pair design has been widely used in community intervention trials as Murray (1998) and Donner (2000) have noted. However in spite of its abilities for creating comparable pairs of clusters, some analytic limitations of this design arise from the practical difficulty of obtaining close matches on important baseline factors and from the difficulty in estimating the intracluster correlation (ICC) from the matched-pair data. Recent studies report the ICC and related parameter values for the wide variety of groups, members, and endpoints so that researchers now have a better opportunity to find ICC estimates that are well matched to the particular circumstances of the trial they are planning.

Many researchers argue that the effectiveness of matching depends on the ability of the researcher to create pairs (groups) that vary as much as possible with respect to baseline matching factor(s). Otherwise matching may actually lead to a loss in statistical
efficiency. Another challenge is that variables highly related to outcome at the cluster level are frequently unknown at the outset of trial or they are not easy to match on if they known. In our study we have known baseline of the primary endpoint and we use it as a matching variable.

We assumed that the cluster means follow a normal distribution. As such, these means will tend to cluster around the single mode—mean—of the normal distribution, but will not tend to cluster at other locations. This may not reflect reality as cluster means may naturally group around multiple points. Matching clusters prior to randomization may prove to be of greater advantage when the clusters form natural groups.

Many applications require that the data be binomially distributed or distributed according to a member of the exponential family of distributions. The results of this research may to extend to non-normal error distributions.
CHAPTER VIII

Future Work

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss future work that builds on this dissertation. The list is not exhaustive, but we focus on a few ideas that should add to the knowledge of experimental designs for cluster randomized trials as well as general randomized controlled trials.

8.2 General Grouping Methods to Produce Homogeneous Groups

When we created groups that are relatively homogeneous on baseline measures prior to study arm randomization, we considered a simple method, grouping clusters into pairs. While this pairing method is used in practice, it may not be the best approach to achieve the goal of improving efficiency and power. A beneficial alternative is to block on matched groups of clusters by matching clusters based on how their baseline values cluster. In our study we assumed a unimodal normal distribution for the cluster means. In essence, these means do not naturally cluster, unless you consider the middle of the
distribution. The reality may be that the cluster means do cluster and matching schemes will be beneficial in reducing the variation between clusters by matching like clusters. If the shape of underlying distribution of baseline data does not exhibit clustering then pairing could do little to reduce the variance. Arbitrary pairing simply takes away extra degrees of freedom without providing any benefits and it can be crucial to CRT setting since often a limited number of clusters is assigned to each study condition. A challenge of this method is to find groupings of homogeneous clusters where the number and size of the groups are only constrained by the requirement that each group has at least 2 clusters (or more generally, at least as many clusters as arms of the study). Determining the analytic variance or proper test may also prove an insurmountable challenge. For this study, we would assume a mixture of normal distributions, chosen to exhibit a degree of clustering, and depend on simulation to estimate variances and compare the difference case analyses.

8.3 Generalized Error Structure

In our work we assumed a Gaussian error structure. An extension to non-normally distributed data, e.g. binomial or other exponential-family distribution, would be useful in
practice. Methods for analyzing non-normal distributed data in cluster randomized trials are not as well established as methods for analyzing normally distributed and some other continuous outcome data. As an example, for binary outcome data, Donner (2000) mentioned that the analytic issues involved are complicated by the absence of a unique multivariate extension of binomial distribution analogous to the multivariate normal distribution and by the fact that there is no single approach that has uniformly superior properties. Further exploration on this issue would be valuable in practice.

8.4 Hierarchical or Deeply Nested Designs

Clustering is expected to arise more than at one level in practice. Our approach can be extended to more than two levels. For example, in the VCU vital sign study, two sources of variation beyond the variation between patients can be defined reflecting 1) the variation among clinics \( (\sigma_c^2) \), and 2) the variation among physician teams within clinics \( (\sigma_p^2) \). Then total variation \( (\sigma_T^2) \) is composed of those two variations and the within-physician component variance \( (\sigma_w^2) \): \( \sigma_T^2 = \sigma_c^2 + \sigma_p^2 + \sigma_w^2 \). Then ICC for patients within physicians is defined as
\[ \rho_p = \frac{\sigma_p^2 + \sigma_c^2}{\sigma_T^2} \] while ICC for patients within clinic is defined as \[ \rho_c = \frac{\sigma_p^2}{\sigma_T^2}. \]

These definitions imply the intracluster correlation for patients within physicians is larger than that within clinics. This reflects the greater similarity to be assumed among patients under the same physician than among patients in simply under the same clinic. This one step further complexity can be incorporated into our frame of work.

8.5 Matching on Multiple Baseline Measures

We matched clusters at baseline on the pre-test value of the primary endpoint. It can be extended to matching on more than one factor, given that other additional matching variables should be highly related to outcome variable.

8.6 Repeated Measures on Clusters

We mainly focused on two time point measures and ANOVA/ANOCOVA was considered. This can be extended to more than two time points whereas random coefficient approach can be considered appropriate. Once the data are available, data may
be analyzed to determine whether there are differences among the conditions as well as whether those differences are patterned in time as the researcher would expect given the time course of their study.

8.7 Optimal Allocation of Sample Sizes Across Time Points

What is the optimal allocation of sample size between baseline and intervention periods? We did some preliminary work on this but did not report the results in this dissertation. Suffice it to say that the relationships observed between the various cases did not change when we used the optimal (minimal variance) allocation for each case. However, the need remains to recommend to researcher who wishes to employ a pre-post CRT the best allocation of resources between baseline and post-intervention samples.
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This code computes the values of omega, which is defined as "$trace(V*(bigC+lowc*lowc'))/p$", given different p values. This omega is part of the variance terms of the treatment effect for the matched cases (case 4-6). This program also creates the plots of omega by p.

 libname order "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

 proc iml;
 create omega var {p omega};
 do p=2 to 50 by 2;
     ** Sample size;
     reset fuzz;
     **** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***
     hn=int(p/2); /*Half p (hn);
     use order.means var {"n" "i" "x"} where(n=p);
     read all var {"x"} into mean;
     rx=mean; /* reverse x;
     do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
     if p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx;
     else mean=-mean//{0};//rx;

     cov=J(p,p,0);
     use order.cov var {"n" "i" "j" "v"} where (n=p);
     do k=1 to int(((p+1)**2)/4);
         read next var {"i" "j" "v"} into temp;
         cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
     end;
     do i=2 to p;
         do j=p to max(p-i+2,i) by -1;
             cov[i,j]=cov[p-j+1,p-i+1];
         end;
     end;
     cov=cov+cov'-diag(cov); /* Cov matrix of std norm order statistics (C);
     lowc=mean;
     bigC=cov;

     V=1(p/2)@{1 -1, -1 1}/(p/2)**2; /* Variance of the T-C randomized contrast;
Compare=p/4 * trace(V*(bigC+lowc*lowc'));

omega=trace(V*(bigC+lowc*lowc'))/p;

without_p=trace(V*(bigC+lowc*lowc'));

* Print Compare omega without_p;

append;
end;
quit;

data order.omega;
set omega;
x=1-p**2/4*omega;
y=1-omega;
z=1-p*omega;
run;

proc gplot data=order.omega;
plot x*p y*p/overlay;
plot x*p;
run;
CASE ONE: Post Data only

This SAS code computes the variance of treatment effect for the Case one scenario.
- post data only. It also calculates the power of the hypothesis test. We must run
- the full data simulation program before implementing this program.

*****************************************************************************

%let mu2=0.15;  * Treatment effect;

proc iml;
    create results var{iterate Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value};
    critval=quantile('T',.975,&p-2);

    use themeans;

    do iterate=1 to &iterate;
        %let howmany=%eval(2*&p);
        read next &howmany var{time treatment meany} into temp;
        time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; free temp;
        t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
        y1=y[loc(time=1)]; y2=y[loc(time=2)];
        y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+&mu2;

        ** Case 1 **;
        X=J(&p,1)||t2;
        * Squared Projections;
        PR=y2`*y2;
        PJ=y2`*J(&p,1)*inv(J(&p,1)`*J(&p,1))*J(&p,1)`*y2;
        PX=y2`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
        PT_X=y2`*X[,1]*inv(X[,1]`*X[,1])*X[,1]`*y2;

        * Estimates;
        Beta=inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
        Beta3=beta[2];

        * Sums of Squares;
        SSTotal=PR-PJ;
SST=PX-P T_X;
SSE=PR-PX;

seBeta3=sqrt((SSE/(&p-2))*inv(X`*X)[2,2]);

* Test Statistic - F-statistic;
F=SST/(SSE/(&p-2));
t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[2]);
p_value=(abs(t_stat) >= critval);
* Save the results;
append;
end;

* Non-centrality and power;
mean=&mu0@t2;
NCP_PX=mean`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
NCP_PT_X=mean`*X[,1]*inv(X[,1]`*X[,1])*X[,1]`*mean;
NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/(&tau2+&sig2/)n2);
Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,&p-2,NCP);
print Power;
quit;

proc means data=results n mean var std stderr clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value;
run;
%let mu2=0.15;   * Treatment effect;

proc iml;
    create results var{iterate Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value};
    critval=quantile('T', .975, &p-2);

    use themeans;

    do iterate=1 to &iterate;
        %let howmany=%eval(2*&p);
        read next &howmany var{time treatment meany} into temp;
        time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; free temp;

        t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
        y2=y[loc(time=2)]-y[loc(time=1)];

        y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+&mu2;

        **    Case 3 **;
        X=J(&p,1)||t2;

        * Squared Projections;
        PR=y2`*y2;
        PJ=y2`*J(&p,1)*inv(J(&p,1)`*J(&p,1))*J(&p,1)`*y2;
        PX=y2`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
        PT_X=y2`*X[,1]*inv(X[,1]`*X[,1])*X[,1]`*y2;

        * Estimates;
        Beta=inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
        Beta3=beta[2];

        * Sums of Squares;
        SSTotal=PR-PJ;
SST=PX-PT_X;
SSE=PR-PX;

seBeta3=sqrt((SSE/(&p-2))@ (inv(X`*X)[2,2]));

* Test Statistic - F-stat;
  F=SST/(SSE/(&p-2));
  t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[2]);
  p_value=abs(t_stat) >= critval;
* Save the results;
  append;
end;

* Non-centrality and power;
  mean=&mu2@&t2;
  NCP_PX=mean`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
  NCP_PT_X=mean`*X[,]`*inv(X[,]`*X[,]`)*X[,]`*mean;
  NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/((1/(&n1+1/(&n2)*&sig2+2*)&tau^2*(1-&psi)));
  Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,&p-3,NCP);
  print Power;
quit;

proc means data=results n mean var std stderr clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value;
run;
CASE FIVE:
* ANOCOVA on the posttest scores with pretest score as a covariable, accounting for matching; *
* This SAS code performs the study for the Case five scenario. It computes the variance of *
* the treatment effect as well as the power of the hypothesis test. We must run the full data *
* simulation program before this program.
*******************************************************************************
libname order "C:\Misooc Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

%let mu2=0.15;  * Treatment effect;

proc iml;

**** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
   hn=int(&p/2);  *Half p (hn);
   use order.means var {"n" "i" "x"} where(n=&p);
   read all var {"x"} into mean;
   rx=mean;  * reverse x;
   do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
   if &p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx;
   else mean=-mean//{0}//rx;  * Mean vector of std norm order statistics (c);

   cov=J(&p,&p,0);
   use order.cov var {"n" "i" "j" "v"} where (n=&p);
   do k=1 to int(((&p+1)**2)/4);
      read next var {"i" "j" "v"} into temp;
      cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
   end;
   do i=2 to &p;
      do j=&p to max(&p-i+2,1) by -1;
         cov[i,j]=cov[&p-j+1,&p-i+1];
      end;
   end;
   cov=cov+cov`-diag(cov);  * Cov matrix of std norm order statistics (C);
   print cov;
   lowc=mean;
   bigC=cov;
\begin{verbatim}
s1=&tau2+&sig2/\&n1*(1+(\&n1-1)*\&rho);  
s2=&tau2+&sig2/\&n2*(1+(\&n2-1)*\&rho);  
L=&tau2*\&ps1+&sig2*\&rho;  
L2=L/sqrt(s1*s2);

means;
V=I(\&p/2)@{1 -1, -1 1}/(\&p/2)**2;
omega=trace((cov+mean*mean\')*V)/\&p;
var=(4/\&p)*s2*(1-L2**2);

*******************************************************************************;

create results var{iterate Bet\-s3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value Power SSE E_SSE};
critval=quantile('T',.975,\&p/2-2);

use themeans;

do iterate=1 to &iterate;
  %let howmany=%eval(2*\&p);
  read next &howmany var{time ptreatment meany group} into temp;
  print temp;
  time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; group=temp[,4]; free temp;
  t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
  y1=y[loc(time=1)]; y2=y[loc(time=2)];
  group=design(group[loc(time=2)]);
  y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+\&mu2;
  
  ** Case 5 **;
  X=J(\&p,1)||group[,2:%eval(\&p/2)]||y1||t2;
  X1=X[,1:%eval(\&p/2+1)];
  * Squared Projections;
  PR=y2`*y2;
  PJ=y2`*J(\&p,1)*inv(J(\&p,1)`*J(\&p,1))*J(\&p,1)`*y2;
  PX=y2`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
  PT_X=y2`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*y2;
\end{verbatim}
* Estimates;
  Beta=inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
  Beta3=beta[%eval(&p/2+2)];

* Sums of Squares;
  SSTotal=PR-PJ;
  SST=PX-PT_X;
  SSE=PR-PX;

  seBeta3=sqrt(((SSE/(&p/2-2))* (inv(X`*X)[%eval(&p/2+2),%eval(&p/2+2)])));
  E_SSE=(&p/2-2)*s2*(1-L12**2)+s2*L12**2*trace((I(&p)-X*inv(X`*X`))*(bigC+lowc*lowc`));

* Test Statistic - F-stat;
  F=SST/(SSE/(&p/2-2));
  t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[%eval(&p/2+2)]);
  p_value=(abs(t_stat) >= critval);

* Non-centrality and power;
  mean=&mu2@t2 + sqrt(s2/s1)*L12*y1;
  NCP_PX=mean`*X*inv(X`*X`)*X`*mean;
  NCP_PT_X=mean`*XI*inv(X1`*X1`)*X1`*mean;
  NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/var*(4/&p);
  Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,&p/2-2,NCP);

* Save the results;
  append;

quit;

proc means data=results n mean median var std stderr min max clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value Power SSE E_SSE;
run;
This SAS program simulates the data for cases 1-6 based on specific parameters. 
The mean vector was assumed to contain all zeros. (The mean vector may be easily 
 altered post-simulation by adding the appropriate constants to the simulated data.) 
The SAS/IML (SAS Interactive Matrix Language) function VNORMAL was used to generate 
p bivariate observations representing the pre and posttest cluster means. This code 
could be easily modified for other parameters by simply setting different parameter 
values.

* Number of clusters;

%let iterate=1000;
%let p=10;
%let n1=10;
%let n2=10;
%let sig2=.99;
%let rho=0;
%let eta=0;
%let tau2=.01;
%let psi2=0.2;

proc iml;

create thedata var{"iterate","cluster","treatment","time","y"};

varmat1=&tau2 @ (&psi2 @ (J(2,2) - I(2)) + I(2));
varmat211=&sig2 @ (&rho @ (J(&n1,&n1) - I(&n1)) + I(&n1));
varmat222=&sig2 @ (&rho @ (J(&n2,&n2) - I(&n2)) + I(&n2));
varmat212=&eta @ &sig2 * J(&n1,&n2);
varmat221=varmat212;  
varmat2=(varmat211 || varmat212) // (varmat221 || varmat222);

print varmat1;

test=(j(&n1,1,0)/j(&n2,1,1))/&n2;
testvar=test' * varmat2 * test;
print testvar;

do k=1 to iterate;
    call vnormal(x,j(2,1,0),varmat1,&p,0);
    do i=1 to &p;
        treat=(i > &p/2);
        mean=(x[i,1]@j(&n1,1))/(x[i,2]@j(&n2,1));
    end;
    call vnormal(y0,mean,varmat2,1,0);
y=y/((j(&n1+&n2,1,k)||j(&n1+&n2,1,i)||j(&n1+&n2,1,treat)||j(&n1,1,1)//j(&n2,1,2))

end;
append from y;
free y;
end;

quit;

proc summary data=thedata;
   class iterate cluster time;
   id treatment;
   var y;
   ways 3;
   output out=themeans mean=meany;
run;

proc sort data=themeans (where=(time=1)) out=paired;
   by iterate meany;
run;

data paired;
   retain ptrement;
   set paired;
   by iterate;
   if first.iterate then
      do;
         group=0;
         ordered=0;
      end;
      ordered+1;
   if mod(_n_,2)=1 then
      do;
         ptrement=(ranuni(0)<0.5); * Matched pair label;
         group+1;
      end;
   else ptrement=1-ptreatment;
   keep iterate cluster group ptrement ordered;
run;

proc sort data=paired;
   by iterate cluster;
run;
data themeans;
  merge themeans paired;
  by iterate cluster;
run;

data thedata;
  merge thedata paired;
  by iterate cluster;
run;

proc sort data=themeans;
  by iterate ordered;
run;

proc sort data=thedata;
  by iterate ordered;
run;
%let mu2=0.15;  * Treatment effect;

proc iml;
    create results var[iterate Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value power];
    critval=quantile('T',.975,&p-3);

    use themeans;
    L12=&tau2*psi/sqrt((&tau2+&sig2/&n1)*(&tau2+&sig2/&n2));
    var=(4/4p)*(&tau2+&sig2/&n2)*(1-L12**2);

do iterate=1 to &iterate;
    %let howmany=%eval(2*4p);
    time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; free temp;
    t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
    y1=y[loc(time=1)]; y2=y[loc(time=2)];
    y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+&mu2;

    **
    Case 2**;
    X=J(&p,1)||y1||t2;

    * Squared Projections;
    PR=y2`*y2;
    PJ=y2`*J(&p,1)*inv(J(&p,1)`*J(&p,1))*J(&p,1)`*y2;
    PX=y2`*X*inv(X*X)*X`*y2;
    PT_X=y2`*X[,1:2]*inv(X[,1:2]*X[,1:2])*X[,1:2]*y2;

    * Estimates;
Beta=inv(X'X)*X'y2;
Beta3=beta[3];

* Sums of Squares;
SSTotal=PR-PJ;
SST=PX-PT_X;
SSE=PR-PX;

seBeta3=sqrt((SSE/(&p-3)) @ (inv(X'X)[3,3]));

* Test Statistic - F-stat;
F=SST/(SSE/(&p-3));
t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[3]);
p_value=(abs(t_stat) >= critval);

* Non-centrality and power;
mean=&mu2@t2;
NCP_PX=mean'X*inv(X'X)*X'*mean;
NCP_PT_X=mean'X[,1:2]*inv(X[,1:2]*X[,1:2])*X[,1:2]'*mean;
NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/(var*(&p/4));
Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,&p-3,NCP);

* Save the results;
append;

quit;

proc means data=results n mean var std stderr min max clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value power;
run;
*CASE FOUR: ANOVA on the pre-post difference
*This SAS code performs the study for the Case four scenario. It computes the variance
*of the treatment effect as well as the power of the hypothesis test. We must run the full
*data simulation program before this program.
****************************************************************************
libname order "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

%let mu2=0.50;  * Treatment effect;

proc iml;

**** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
    hn=int(&p/2);  *Half p (hn);
    use order.means var{"n" "i" "x"} where(n=&p);
    read all var{"x"} into mean;
    rx=mean;  * reverse x;
    do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
    if &p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx;
    else mean=-mean/\{0\} //rx;
    * Mean vector of standard normal order statistics (c);

    cov=J(&p,&p,0);
    use order.cov var{"n" "i" "j" "v"} where (n=&p);
    do k=1 to int(((&p+1)**2)/4);
        read next var{"i" "j" "v"} into temp;
        cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
    end;
    do i=2 to &p;
        do j=&p to max(&p-i+2,i) by -1;
            cov[i,j]=cov[&p-j+1,&p-i+1];
        end;
    end;
    cov=cov+cov-'diag(cov);
    * Cov matrix of standard normal order statistics (C);

    lowc=mean;
    bigC=cov;

    sl=&tau2+&Sig2/\n1*(1+(&n1-1)*&rho);
    s2=&tau2+&Sig2/\n2*(1+(&n2-1)*&rho);
    L=&tau2*\psi+&Sig2*\rho;
    * Sigma-1-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 1;
    * Sigma-2-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 2;
    * Lambda: Cov of time 1 & 2 sample cluster

means;
\begin{verbatim}
L12=L/sqrt(s1*s2);                     * Lambda12: Corr of time 1 & 2 sample
cluster means;
  V=I(6p/2)@{1 -1, -1 1}/(6p/2)**2;  * Variance of the T-C randomized contrast;

create results var{iterate Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value SSE E_SSE};
critval=quantile('T',.975,6p/2-1);
use themeans;
do iterate=1 to &iterate;
  %let howmany=%eval(2*6p);
  read next &howmany var{time ptreatment meany group} into temp;
  time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; group=temp[,4]; free temp;
  t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
  y1=y[loc(time=1)]; y2=y[loc(time=2)];
  group=design(group[loc(time=2)]);
  y2[loc(t2=1)]]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+&mu2;
**
  Case 4 **;
  X=J(6p,1)||group[,2:%eval(&p/2)]||t2;
  X1=X[,1:%eval(&p/2)];
  * Squared Projections;
  PR=y2`*y2;
  PJ=y2`*J(6p,1)*inv(J(6p,1)`*J(6p,1))*J(6p,1)`*y2;
  PX=y2`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
  PT_X=y2`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*y2;
  * Estimates;
  Beta=inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
  Beta3=beta[%eval(&p/2+1)];
  * Sums of Squares;
  SSTotal=PR-PJ;
  SST=PX-PT_X;
  SSE=PR-PX;
\end{verbatim}
```r
seBeta3=sqrt((SSE/(p/2-1)) @ (inv(X`*X)[%eval(p/2+1),%eval(p/2+1)]));
E_SSE=(p/2-1)*s2*(1-L12**2)+s2*L12**2*trace((I(p)-X*inv(X`*X)*X`)*
((bigC+lowc*lowc'));

* Test Statistic - F-stat;
  F=SST/(SSE/(p/2-1));
  t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[eval(p/2+1)]);
  p_value=(F >= critval**2);
* Save the results;
  append;
end;

* Non-centrality and power;
mean=&mu2@t2;
var=(4/p)*(s2*(1-L12**2) + s2*L12**2*trace(V*(bigC+lowc*lowc')));
NCP_PX=mean`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
NCP_PX_X=mean`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*mean;
NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PX_X)/var*(4/p);
Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p/2-1,NCP);
print var Power NCP;
V_SSE=((p/2-1)*s2*(1-L12**2)+s2*L12**2*trace((I(p)-X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`-(p/4)*V)*
((bigC+lowc*lowc'))))
  /(p/2-1)*4/p;
IsV=(I(p)-X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`-(p/4)*V)/((p/2-1)*4/p;
Diff_IsV=fuzz(IsV-V);
Print V_SSE IsV, V Diff_IsV V;
quit;

proc means data=results n mean median var std stderr clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value SSE E_SSE;
run;
```
CASE SIX:
*ANOVA on the pre-post differences, accounting for matching;
*This SAS code performs the study for the Case six scenario. It computes the variance of
*the treatment effect as well as the power of the hypothesis test. We must run the full data
*simulation program before this program.

libname order "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

%let mu2=0.15;   * Treatment effect;

proc iml;

**** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
   hn=int(&p/2);   *Half p (hn);
   use order.means var {"n" "i" "x"} where(n=&p);
   read all var {"x"} into mean;
   rx=mean;   * reverse x;
   do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
   if &p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx;
   else mean=-mean//{0}//rx;   * Mean vector of std norm order statistics (c);
   print mean;

   cov=J(&p,&p,0);
   use order.cov var {"n" "i" "j" "y"} where (n=&p);
   do k=1 to int(((p+1)**2)/4);
      read next var {"i" "j" "y"} into temp;
      cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
   end;
   do i=2 to &p;
      do j=&p to max(&p-i+2,i) by -1;
         cov[i,j]=cov[&p-j+1,&p-i+1];
      end;
   end;
   cov=ccov+cov-\diag(cov);   * Cov matrix of std norm order statistics (C);
   print ccov;
   lowc=mean;
   bigC=cov;
\[ s1 = \tau_2 + \sigma_2 / (n1 - 1) \times \rho; \]
\[ s2 = \tau_2 + \sigma_2 / (n2 - 1) \times \rho; \]
\[ L = \tau_2 \times \psi_1 + \psi_2 \times \rho; \]
\[ L2 = L / \sqrt{s1 \times s2}; \]

* Sigma-1-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 1;
* Sigma-2-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 2;
* Lambda: Cov of time 1 & 2 sample cluster means;
* Lambda12: Corr of time 1 & 2 sample cluster means;

\[ V = I(\sigma^2) \times (1 - 1, -1 1) / (\sigma^2) \times 2; \]
\[ \omega = \text{trace}((\text{cov} + \text{mean} \times \text{mean'} \times V) / \sigma^2); \]

* Variance of the T-C randomized contrast;

**************************************************************

create results var(iterate Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value SSE E_SSE);
critval=quantile('T',.975,\&p/2-1);

use the means;

do iterate=1 to \&iterate;
    %let howmany=%eval(2*\&p);
    read next howmany var(time ptreatment meany group) into temp;
    print temp;
    time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; group=temp[,4]; free temp;

    t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
    y1=y[loc(time=1)]; y2=y[loc(time=2)];
    group=design(group[loc(time=2)]);
    y2=y[loc(time=2)]-y[loc(time=1)];

    y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+\mu2;

**  Case 6 **;

X=J(\&p,1)||group[,2:%eval(\&p/2)]||t2;

X1=X[,1:%eval(\&p/2)];

* Squared Projections;
    PR=y2*y2;
    PJ=y2*J(\&p,1)*inv(J(\&p,1)*J(\&p,1))*y2;
    PX=y2*X*inv(X*X)*X*y2;
    PT_X=y2*X1*inv(X1*X1)*X1*y2;
* Estimates;
  Beta=inv(X`*X)*X`*y2;
  Beta3=beta[%eval(&p/2+1)];

* Sums of Squares;
  SSTotal=PR-PJ;
  SST=PX-PT_X;
  SSE=PR-PX;

  seBeta3=sqrt((SSE/(&p/2-1))*(inv(X`*X)[%eval(&p/2+1),%eval(&p/2+1)]));
  E_SSE=(&p/2-1)*s2*(1-L12**2)+s2*L12**2*trace((I(&p)-X*inv(X`*X)*X`)*(bigC+lowc*lowc`));

* Test Statistic - F-stat;
  F=SST/(SSE/(&p/2-1));
  t_stat=sqrt(F)*sign(beta[%eval(&p/2+1)]);
  p_value=(abs(t_stat) >= critval);

* Save the results;
  append;
end;

* Non-centrality and power;
  mean=&mu2@t2 + sqrt(s2)*L12*lowc;
  var=(4/&p)*s2*(1-L12**2) + (sqrt(s2)*L12-sqrt(s1))**2*&p*omega;
  NCP_PX=mean`*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
  NCP_PT_X=mean`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*mean;
  NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/var*(&4/&p);
  Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,&p/2-1,NCP);
  print var Power;
  V_SSE=((&p/2-1)*s2*(1-L12**2)+s2*L12**2*trace((I(&p)-X*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`-(&p/4)*V)*
  (bigC+lowc*lowc`)))/(&p/2-1)*4/&p;
  IsV=(I(&p)-X*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`-(&p/4)*V)/(&p/2-1)*4/&p;
  Diff_IsV_V=fuzz(IsV-V);
  Print V_SSE IsV_V Diff_IsV_V;
quit;

proc means data=results n mean median var std stderr clm;
  var Beta3 seBeta3 t_stat p_value SSE E_SSE;
run;
This code computes the power of the test for case one. The power of the tests associated with six case analyses is derived from the associated F distribution, which for some cases is an approximation. The noncentrality parameter is computed for various treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option. For Cases 1-3, the exact F distribution is used.

```sas
***

%let ntime2 = n; *** Uses 1/2 the total sample size at time two.;

proc iml;
create power1A var(p n rho psi eff Power);

do p=10 to 50 by 40;
do n=10 to 50 by 40;
do tau2 = 0 to 10 by 5;

    tau2=tau2_/100;
    if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
rho=tau2;
sig2=1-tau2;

    do psi_=2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10;
critval=quantile('T',.975,p-2);

    do i_mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
        mu2=i_mu2/100;       * Treatment effect;
eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);

t2=(0,1)@J(p/2,1);
X=J(p,1)||t2;
X1=X[,1];

    * Non-centrality and power;
    mean=mu2@t2;
    NCP_PW=mean`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
    NCP_PTW=mean`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*mean;
```
*** Use just n at time 1 ***;

    NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/(tau2+sig2/(itime2));
    Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p-2,NCP);
    * print Power;

append;
end; end; end; end;
quit;

*** Uses the full sample size at time two.;

%let ntime2 = 2*n;
proc iml;
create power1B var(p n rho psi eff Power);

    do p=10 to 50 by 40;
    do n=10 to 50 by 40;
    do tau2=0 to 10 by 5;
    * do tau2=100 to 100;

    tau2=tau2_/100; * Remember that rho=tau2 in this case (since
                     tau2=tau2_/100; * Remember that rho=tau2 in this case (since
    do psi_/2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10; 

    critval=quantile('T',.975,p-2);

    do i_mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
    mu2=i_mu2/100;
    eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);

    t2=(0,1)@J(p/2,1);
    X=J(p,1)||t2;
    X1=X[1,];

    * Non-centrality and power;
    mean=mu2@t2;
    NCP_PX=mean`*X*inv(X`*X)*X`*mean;
    NCP_PT_X=mean`*X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`*mean;

NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/(tau2+sig2/(&ntime2));   *** Use all of the data (2n) at time

Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p-2,NCP);
print Power;

append;
   end;
end; end; end; end;
quit;

** Crude power curve **;

proc gplot data=power1;
   by p n rho;
   where (psi=0.2);
   plot Power*eff;
   symbol v=none i=join;
run;
quit;
This code computes the power of the test for Case two. The exact F distribution is used. The noncentrality parameter is computed for treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option.

libname power "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves";

%let iter=2500;

proc iml;
    create power2A var{p n rho psi eff Power};
    use power.themns;
    do p=10 to 50 by 40;
        critval=quantile('T',.975,p-3);
    do n=10 to 50 by 40;
    do tau2_=0 to 10 by 5;
        do tau2_=100 to 100;
            tau2=tau2_/100; * Remember that rho=tau2 in this case (since tau2 +sig2=1);
            if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
            rho=tau2;
            sig2=1-tau2;
            do psi_=2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10;
            L12=tau2*psi/sqrt((tau2+sig2/n)*(tau2+sig2/n));
            var=(4/p)*(tau2+sig2/n)*(1-L12**2);
            do iterate=1 to &iter;
                if p=10 then read next 20 var{time treatment meany} into temp;
                if p=50 then read next 100 var{time treatment meany} into temp;
                time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; free temp;
                t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
                y1=y[loc(time=1)];
                X=J(p,1)||y1||t2;
                * Projections;
PX=X*inv(X'X)*X;
PT_X=X[,1:2]*inv(X[,1:2]'X[,1:2])*X[,1:2]'

do i_m slew=0 to 50 by 1;
   mu2=i_m slew/100;   * Treatment effect;
   eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);
   y2=y[loc(time=2)];
   y2[loc(t2=1)]=y2[loc(t2=1)]+mu2;

* Estimates;
   Beta=inv(X'X)*X'y2;

* Sums of Squares;
   SST=y2'*(PX-PT_X)*y2;
   SSE=y2'*(I(p)-PX)*y2;

* Test Statistic - t-stat;
   t_stat=sqrt(SST/(SSE/(p-3)))*sign(beta[3]);
   p_value=(abs(t_stat) >= critval);

* Non-centrality and power;
   mean=mu2@t2 + L12*y1;
   NCP=(mean'*(PX-PT_X)*mean)/(var*(p/4)); if NCP<0 then NCP=0;
   Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p-3,NCP);

* Save the results;
   append;
   end;
end; end; end; end;
quit;

proc summary data=power2A mean;
   class p n rho psi eff;
   var Power;
   output out=power2 mean=Power;
   ways 5;
run;
This code computes the power of the test for Case 3. The exact F distribution is used. The noncentrality parameter is computed for treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option. Note that rho=tau2 in this case (since tau2+sig2=1);

*** Case 3 ***;

proc iml;
create power3 var(p n rho psi eff Power);

do p=10 to 50 by 40;
do n=10 to 50 by 40;
do tau2=-0 to 10 by 5;
do tau2_=100 to 100;
   tau2=tau2_/100;
   if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
   rho=tau2;
sig2=1-tau2;

   do psi_=2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10;
critval=quantile('T',.975,p-2);

   do i.mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
      mu2=i.mu2/100; * Treatment effect;
      eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);
      t2=(0,1)@J(p/2,1);
      X=J(p,1)||t2;
      X1=X[,1];

      * Non-centrality and power;
      mean=mu2@t2;
      NCP_PX=mean'*X'inv(X'*X)'*mean;
      NCP_PT_X=mean'*X1'inv(X1'*X1)'*X1'*mean;
      NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/((1/n)+1/n)*sig2+2*tau2*(1-psi);
      Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p-2,NCP);

   append;
end;
end; end; end; end;
quit;

** Crude power curve **;

proc gplot data=power3;
   by p n rho psi;
   plot Power*eff;
   symbol v=none i=join;
run;
quit;
This code computes the power of the test for Case 4. The approximate F distributions were used. The power of the tests associated with six case analyses is derived from the associated F distribution, which for some cases is an approximation. The noncentrality parameter is computed for various treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option.

libname order "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

*** Case 4 ***;

%let rho=0;

proc iml;

create power4 var{p n rho psi eff Power};

do p=10 to 50 by 40;

   **** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
   hn=int(p/2); *Half p (hn);
   use order.means var ("n" "i" "x") where(n=p);
   read all var ("x") into mean;
   rx=mean; * reverse x;
   do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
   if p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx,
   else mean=-mean//{0}//rx;
   * Mean vector of std norm order statistics (c);
   print mean;

   cov=J(p,p,0);
   use order.cov var ("n" "i" "j" "p") where (n=p);
   do k=1 to int(((p+1)**2)/4);
      read next var ("i" "j" "p") into temp;
      cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
   end;
   do i=2 to p;
      do j=p to max(p-i+2,i) by -1;
      cov[i,j]=cov[j,i];
      cov[i,j]=cov[i,j]-(mean[i]#mean[j]);
   end;
   do i=2 to p;
      do j=i+1 to p;
         cov[i,j]=cov[j,i];
         cov[i,j]=cov[i,j]-mean[i]*mean[j];
      end;
   end;
   print cov;

proc print;
   var rho psi eff Power;
   run;

proc print;
   var mean;
   run;

proc print;
   var cov;
   run;

end;

cov[i,j]=cov[p-j+1,p-i+1];
end;
end;
cov=cov+cov' - diag(cov);

* Covariance matrix of standard normal order

statistics (C);
  *
  print cov;
  lowc=mean;
  bigC=cov;

  critval=quantile('T', .975, p/2-1);
  t2=(J(int(p/4+0.5),1)@{0,1,1,0})[1:p,]; * Invariant to the choice of t2? **;
  X=J(p,1)||J(p/2)@{1,1})[,2:p/2] || t2;
  X1=X[1,1:p/2];

  *** Projections ***;
  FX=X*inv(X'X)*X';
  PX1=X1*inv(X1'X1)*X1';
  PT=FX-PX1;
  u=PT*t2; u=u/sqrt(u'*u); *** Normalized vector contained in the 1-dimensional vector
  space [X][X1] ***;

  do n=10 to 50 by 40;
  do tau2_=0 to 10 by 5;
  * do tau2_=100 to 100;
    tau2=tau2_/100;
    if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
    rho=tau2;
    sig2=1-tau2;
  do psi_=2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10;
    s1=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*rho); * Sigma-1-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 1;
    s2=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*rho); * Sigma-2-squared: var of sample cluster mean, time 2;
    L=tau2*psi+sig2*rho;
    L12=L/sqrt(s1*s2);
    means;
    V=I(p/2)@{1 -1, -1 1}/(p/2)**2; * Variance of the T-C randomized contrast;
  do i_mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
    mu2=i_mu2/100; * Treatment effect;
eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);

* Non-centrality and power:
  mean=mu2@t2;
  kappa=s2*(1-L12**2) + s2*L12**2*w*bigC*u;
  NCP=mean`*PT*mean/kappa;
  Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p/2-1,NCP);
  append;
end;
end; end; end; end;
quit;

** Crude power curve **:

proc gplot data=power4;
  by p n rho psi;
  plot Power*eff;
  symbol v=none i=join;
run;
quit;
This code computes the power of the test for Case 5. The exact F distributions were used. The noncentrality parameter is computed for treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option.

libname order "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";
libname power "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves";

*** Case 5 ***

%let iterate=2500;

options nonotes; *** Suppresses the notes on allocation of symbol space ***;

proc iml;
create power5A var{p n rho psi eff Power};
use power.themeans;

do p=10 to 50 by 40;
    critval=quantile('T',.975,p/2-2);
    **** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
    hn=int(p/2); *Half p (hn);
    use order.means var{"n" "i" "x"} where(n=p);
    read all var{"x"} into mean;
    close order.means;
    rx=mean; * reverse x;
    do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
    if p/2=hn then mean=-mean//rx;
    else mean=-mean//{0}//rx;

    order statistics (c);
    cov=J(p,p,0);
    use order.cov var{"n" "i" "j" "v"} where (n=p);
    do k=1 to int(((p+1)**2)/4);
        read next var{"i" "j" "v"} into temp;
        cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
    end;
    do i=2 to p;
    end;

do j=p to max(p-i+2,i) by -1;
    cov[i,j]=cov[p-j+1,p-i+1];
end;
end;
cov=cov+cov'.diag(cov);  * Covariance matrix of standard
normal order statistics (C);
* print cov;
    lowe=mean;
    bigC=cov;
    V=I(p/2)@(1 -1, -1 1)/(p/2)**2;  * Variance of the T-C randomized
contrast;

*******************************************************************************;
do n=10 to 50 by 40;
do tau2=0 to 10 by 5;
* do tau2=100 to 100;
this case (since tau2+sig2=1);
tau2=tau2_/100;  * Note that rho=tau2 in
    if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
    rho=tau2;
    sig2=1-tau2;
do psi_=2 to 8 by 6;  psi=psi_/10;
    s1=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*&rho);
    s2=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*&rho);
    L=tau2'psi+sig2*&rho;
    L12=L/sqrt(s1*s2);
means;
    var=(4/p)*s2*(1-L12**2);
setin power.themeans;
do iterate=1 to &iterate;
    if p=10 then read next 20 var{time ptreatment meany group} into temp;
    if p=50 then read next 100 var{time ptreatment meany group} into temp;
time=temp[,1]; treat=temp[,2]; y=temp[,3]; group=temp[,4]; free temp;
t2=treat[loc(time=2)];
y1=y[loc(time=1)];
group=design(group[loc(time=2)]);
X=J(p,1)||group[,2:(p/2)]||y1||t2;
X1=X[,1:(p/2+1)];
* Projections;
  PX=X*inv(X`*X)*X`;
  PT_X=X1*inv(X1`*X1)*X1`;

do i_mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
  mu2=i_mu2/100;  * Treatment effect;
  eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);

  y2=y[loc(time=2)];
  y2[loc(t2=1)]-y2[loc(t2=1)]+mu2;

  * Non-centrality and power;
    mean=mu2@t2 + sqrt(s2/s1)*L12*y1;
    NCP=(mean`*(PX-PT_X)*mean)/(var*(p/4));
    if NCP<0 then NCP=0;
    Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p/2-2,NCP);

  * Save the results;
    append;
    end;
  end;  end;  end;  end;
quit;

options notes;

proc summary data=power5A mean;
  class p n rho psi eff;
  var Power;
  output out=power5 mean=Power;
  ways 5;
run;
This code computes the power of the test for Case 6. The approximate F distributions were used. The noncentrality parameter is computed for the treatment effects and power curves are generated using the SAS function CDF with the "F" distribution option.

```
libname order "C:\Mizook Park - Dissertation\Normal Order Statistics Data";

*** Case 6 ***;
%let rho=0;
proc iml;
    create power6 var(p n rho psi eff Power);
    do p=10 to 50 by 40;
        **** Prepare the mean and covariance of the order statistics, given the number of clusters ***;
        hn=int(p/2); *Half p (hn); use order.means var{"n" "i" "x"} where(n=p);
        read all var{"x"} into mean;
        rx=mean; * reverse x;
        do i=1 to hn; rx[i]=mean[hn-i+1]; end;
        if p/2=hn then mean=-mean//{0}//rx;
        else mean=-mean//{0}//rx;
        * Mean vector of standard normal order statistics (c);
        * print mean;
        cov=J(p,p,0);
        use order.cov var{"n" "i" "j" "v"} where (n=p);
        do k=1 to int(((p+1)**2)/4);
            read next var{"i" "j" "v"} into temp;
            cov[temp[1],temp[2]]=temp[3];
        end;
        do i=2 to p;
            do j=p to max(p-i+2,i) by -1;
                cov[i,j]=cov[p-j+1,p-i+1];
            end;
        end;
        cov=cov+cov`-diag(cov);
        * Covariance matrix of standard normal order powers
```
statistics (C):
  * print cov;
  lowc=mean;
  bigC=cov;

critval=qunatile('T',.975,p/2-1);

V=I(p/2)@{1,-1,-1,1}/(p/2)**2;  
  * Variance of the T-C randomized contrast;
omega=trace((bigC+lowc*lowc')*V)/p;

t2=(J(int(p/4+0.5),1)@{0,1,1,0})[1:p,];
X=J(p,1)||I(p/2)@{1,1})[,2:p/2]|t2;
X1=X[,1:p/2];

do n=10 to 50 by 40;
do tau2=0 to 10 by 5;

  tau2=tau2_/100;
  if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
  rho=tau2;
  sig2=1-tau2;

  do psi=2 to 8 by 6;  psi=psi_/10;
  s1=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*&rho);
  s2=tau2+sig2/n*(1+(n-1)*&rho);
  L=tau2*psi+sig2*&rho;
  L12=L/sqrt(s1*s2);

  do i_mu2=0 to 50 by 1;
    mu2=i_mu2/100;  * Treatment effect;
    eff=mu2/(tau2+sig2);

  * Non-centrality and power;
    mean=mu2@t2;
    var=(4/p)*s2*(1-L12**2) + (sqrt(s2)*L12-sqrt(s1))**2*p*omega;
    NCP_PX=mean'**X*inv(X'X)*X'*mean;
    NCP_PT_X=mean'**X1*inv(X1'X1)*X1'*mean;
    NCP=(NCP_PX-NCP_PT_X)/var*(4/p);
    Power=1-CDF('F',critval**2,1,p/2-1,NCP);
append;
end;
end; end; end; end;
quit;
**This SAS code is to combine the Power Curves. First combine the data and then produce powerplots**;

```
libname power "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves";

*** Build the data for these plots ***;
* 1; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 1.sas";
* 2; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 2.sas";
* 3; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 3.sas";
* 4; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 4.sas";
* 5; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 5.sas";
* 6; % include "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves\Power calculations for case 6.sas";

data power.back;
  set power.power;
run;

*** Use this code to combine the data ***;
data power.power;
   merge    power1A
            power1B
            power2
            power3
            power4
            power5
            power6;
   drop _TYPE_ _FREQ_;
run;

*** Use this code to produce powerplots if you do not have the 7 individual
data sets available... uses just power.power;
proc iml;
  use power.power;
   read next 1224 var{p n rho psi eff power};
   power1A=power; free power;
   read next 1224 var{power} into power1B;
   read next 1224 var{power} into power2;
   read next 1224 var{power} into power3;
   read next 1224 var{power} into power4;
   read next 1224 var{power} into power5;
```
read next 1224 var{power} into power6;

create power.powerplots var{p n rho psi eff power1A power1B power2 power3 power4 power5 power6};
append;
quit;

*** Use this code if you have all of the merged datasets available ***;
data power.powerplots;
  merge power1A(rename=(power=power1A))
       power1B(rename=(power=power1B))
       power2 (rename=(power=power2))
       power3 (rename=(power=power3))
       power4 (rename=(power=power4))
       power5 (rename=(power=power5))
       power6 (rename=(power=power6));
  drop _TYPE_ _FREQ_;
run;
/***/

** Crude power curve **;
proc sort data=power.power;
  by p n rho psi;
run;

proc gplot data=power.power;
  by p n rho psi;
  plot Power*eff;
  symbol v=none i=join;
run;
quit;

proc freq data=power.power;
  tables case;
run;
* This SAS code performs the simulation of full data for power curves. *The value of the test statistic is generated for each simulated iteration. The test statistic is compared to the appropriate 0.05 critical value taken from an F distribution and an indicator variable *(1=critical value is exceeded, 0=otherwise) is stored. The average value of this indicator variable over all 2500 iterates constitutes an estimate of the power. Estimates of the power along with 95% confidence intervals were computed. In each case the analytically computed power fell within the confidence limits.**********************************************************************

libname power "C:\Misook Park - Dissertation\Power Curves";

%let iterate=2500;
%let rho=0;           * inherent correlation is zero for our applications;
%let eta=0;

proc iml;
create thedata var{"p","n","rho","psi","iterate","cluster","treatment","time","y"};
do p=10 to 50 by 40;
do n=10 to 50 by 40;
   do tau2_=0 to 10 by 5;
      tau2=tau2_/100;
      if tau2=0 then tau2=0.01;
      rho=tau2;
      sig2=1-tau2;
      do psi_=2 to 8 by 6; psi=psi_/10;
      
      varmat1=tau2 @ (psi @ (J(2,2) - I(2)) + I(2));
      varmat211=sig2 @ (&rho @ (J(n,n) - I(n)) + I(n));
      varmat222=sig2 @ (&rho @ (J(n,n) - I(n)) + I(n));
      varmat212=&eta @ sig2 * J(n,n);
      varmat221=varmat212';
      varmat2=(varmat211 || varmat212) // (varmat221 || varmat222);
      
      print varmat1;
      test=(j(n,1,0) //j(n,1,1))/n;
      testvar=test*varmat2*test;
      print testvar;
do k=1 to iterate;
    call vnormal(x, j(2,1,0), varmat1, p, 0);
    do i=1 to p;
        treat=(i > p/2); * Treatment=1, Control=0, no blocks, CR design;
        mean=(x[i,1]@j(n,1))//((x[i,2])@j(n,1));
        call vnormal(y0, mean, varmat2, 1, 0);
        y=y//(j(2*n,1,k)||j(2*n,1,i)||j(2*n,1,treat)||j(n,1,1)//j(n,1,2)||y0`);
    end;
    print mean y0;
    y=( (p||n||rho||psi)@j(2*p*n,1) ) || y;
    append from y;
    free y;
end;
* print y;
end;end;end;end;
quit;

proc summary data=thedata;
    class p n rho psi iterate cluster time;
    id p n rho psi iterate;
    var y;
    ways 7;
    output out=themeans mean=meany;
run;

proc sort data=themeans (where=(time=1)) out=paired;
    by p n rho psi iterate meany;
run;

data paired;
    retain ptreatment;
    set paired;
    by p n rho psi iterate;
    if first.iterate then do;
        group=0;
        ordered=0;

end;
ordered+1;
if mod(_n_,2)=1 then
do;
   ptreatment=(ranuni(0)<0.5);     * Matched pair label;
group+1;
   end;
else ptreatment=1-ptreatment;
keep p n rho psi iterate cluster group ptreatment ordered;
run:
proc sort data=paired;
   by p n rho psi iterate cluster;
run;
data themeans;
   merge themeans paired;
   by p n rho psi iterate cluster;
run;
data thedata;
   merge thedata paired;
   by p n rho psi iterate cluster;
run;
proc sort data=themeans out=power.themeans;
   by p n rho psi iterate ordered;
run;
proc sort data=thedata out=power.thedata;
   by p n rho psi iterate ordered;
run;
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